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Merchants say they can't compete with university
By Donna Pace
News editor
As an oiKimpua pkza delivery
system is readied, owners of Richmond smal businesses are concerned about the university's encroachment on their territory.
The target of their disapproval is
not only the new pizza delivery program, but also several other services
the university is selling or renting.
Vikki Powell, owner of White
Hail Rental, said for years the
university has been selling or renting clothing, equipment and appliances at prices that Richmond's
small businesses cannot compete
with.
"We don't have an unlimited
fund, we are not tax-free, and we are

Search
for dean
begins

not subsidized by the taxpayers'
money," Powell said. "In fact, we
pay our taxes to the university so
it can closedown our businesses."
Powell said her busness rents
party equipment and is in no immediate danger from the university's rental products. "But who's to
say I won't be in the pizza owners'
position in a couple of years," she
said.
However, Powell said even her
business has been slightly affected
by university-sold subsidies.
According to Powell, after the
university began renting table skirting and linens, her sales on the
same items dropped.
"There was just no way I could
compete with the university's

'Our university can't support a swim team or a
rifle team, but it can spend money to compete
against small businesses.'
-Larry Vencill
prices," she said. "If it had been opening a "sea mart" of canned
another business paying the same foods, deli items, ice creams and
taxes and meeting the same stan- bagged products
dards as myself, I would have con"Our university can't support a
sidered it fair play."
swim team or a rifle team, but it can
"Having to fight against a giant spend money to compete against
is not fair."
small businesses," he said.
According to Powell, the univer"I think that's sad to say about
sity should focus upon being an a university and very disheartening
educational institute, instead of a for its students."
competitive business.
Hopkins does not see the pizza
Larry Vencill, co-owner of Col- delivery program as a competition
onel's Corner, said the university is at all. Instead, he said it is a need-

ed service.
"I am here to serve the students
and the university is here to do the
same. If it weren't for the students,
none of us would be here."
In the university's defense,
Hopkins said students had indicated a desire for an on-campus
pizza delivery service in a poll taken
last year, and he is merely working
to meet that need.
According to Hopkiis, the pizza
delivery service should begin within
the next two to six weeks, depending on when workers will be trained and hired
Hopkins also said he is working
on a three-fcid receipt that can be
used with the Colonel Card.
According to Hopkins, pizza

orders wil be called in over the
phone by usjng the Colonel Card
number. The price will then be
deducted from the student's
account.
One receipt will be used in the
order room, one will be filed, and the
customer wll receive the other.
The whote process and idea is for
the convenience of the student,"
Hopkins said.
\
Hopkins said one student group
had been contacted about delivering
the pizzas because of the shortage
of student workers.
If the group is hired, there will be
a 30-cent delivery charge to cover
their expenses.
(See PIZZA. Page A-6)

Tuition hike
not probable
in January

By Keith Howard
Maaaging editor
The selection of the dean of the
By MlkeMareee
an increase.
College of Education is in its
Editor
"There's not really anyone giving
preliminary stages.
The Kentucky Council on Higher it much support." Whitlock said.
Russell Enzie. associate vice
Education is considering an unusual "One or more council members raispresident of academic affairs, said
midyear tuition increase for the ed it as an issue that perhaps should
he is now in the process of forming
state's universities, but it will hear be considered."
the committee for the selection.
Whitlock added that the
from the public before any decisions
"I am waiting to hear who the stupresidents of the state's eight four
are made.
dent nominations are going to be
The council will hold three public y»«r institutions do not support the
first," he said.
hearings later this month to give proposed increase.
Enzie said each department is
students and parents an opportuniWhitlock said the university had
nominating a graduate student and
ty to comment on the proposed prepared to some extent for the cute.
an undergraduate student to the
"We anticipated that a 2 percent
increase.
committee.
The hearing closest to this area cut made last year would be recurrThe faculty members who will be
will be held Sept. 21 at the Univer- ing and wrote our budget in that
serving on the committee have
sity of Kentucky. A specific time fashion," he said.
already been selected.
and location will be announced later.
In addition, the state directed
"Once we get these students
Other hearings will be held in that 1 percent of the state apselected then I will be getting the
propriations be budgeted into a
Bowling Green and Ashland.
committee together,'' said Enzie.
The council's finance committee, reserve fund in toe event of further
Enzie said the committee will prowhich met Sept. 3 in Lexington, has cuts.
bably be meeting toward the end of
been studyiig a possible increase
A finance committee report said
next week.
since July. The midyear hike would tuition rates would "have to be inHe said the process was just
creased substantially" to generate
take effect in January.
beginning when he found out who
The committee will report its fin- enough revenue to replace the lost
the faculty members serving on the
dings at the counci s Nov. 5 funds.
committee were going to be.
Tuition for Kentucky residents
meeting.
One of the first things to be done
The possibility of a midyear tui- who are full-time undergraduate
when the committee meets will be
tion increase exists because of cuts students currently ranges from
getting the advertisements and anin higher education hinting over the $280 per semester at community
nouncements together.
colleges to f 706 at the universities
past two fiscal years.
He said the committee was
But a January hike could affect of Kentucky and Louisville.
writing a position announcement
enrollment more than a normal tuiThe university and the other five
"listing the qualifications, setting
tion raise because financial aid four-year schools charge $600 per
the deadlines for applications and
awards are already set for the year, semester for those students.
that sort of thing.''
and students who could not meet
Whitlock said baaed on what he
Once the applications are receivthe increased costs might be forced has heard from council members, he
Progress photo/Mike Morris to drop out.
ed the committee will then be
believes "prospects of a midyear tuiresponsible for reviewing those
Family reunion
Dr. Doug Whitlock. executive tion increase appear very slim."
applications.
"But it would certainly be apGeoffrey Thomas, left, a freshman from Burlington, took time out last Thursday to share some assistant to university President
He said the committee's purpose
ice cream and conversation with his sister, senior Jacquie Thomas, also of Burlington, during the Dr. H. Hanly Punderburk, said the propriate for our people to take adwill be to identify those people who
council probably will not resort to vantage of these hearings," he said.
annual Town n' Gown Day in the Powell Plaza.
are to be semifinalists. These
semifinalists will then be interviewed by the committee.
Enzie said after the committee
has conducted the interviews it will
make some recommendations to the
owns Perry's Wrecker Service of
vice president of academic affairs
By Keith Howard
Richmond. Perry's firm was awardand university President Dr. H.
ed
the twoyear towing contract this
Hanly Punderburk as to those peoMikeMaraea
summer, and it has approached the
ple the members found acceptable
An increase in the number of job with enthusiasm.
for the position.
vehicles on campus and the awarPerry said his crews had up to
He said the final selection will be
ding of the university's towing con- four wreckers operating earlier in
left up to the president upon the
tract have lad to extensive towing the semester, when more vehicles
recommendation of the vice presiof illegally parked cars this were on campus, but things have
dent of academic affairs.
semester.
leveled off consideraby.
He said the committee will write
Although exact figures on the
"We normally run two trucks
the qualifications necessary for the
number of student vehicles now, and sometimes one," he said.
Perry said his crews towed "about
He said some of the qualifications registered this semester are not yet
will be an appropriate terminal available, the number has apparent- 102 or 104" vehicles an two days
t■ early in the semester, and they had
degree, a doctorate degree, evidence ly increased
According to Tom Lindquist, several moredays in which 76 to 86
(Bee DEAN, Page A-61 director of the Division of Public vehicles wen towed.
He said the busiest time during
Safety, the university has registered
more student vehicles than it has that period was between 2 a.m. and
8 a.m., when employee lots were
parking spaces.
cleared.
This
means
more
students
are
inActivities...
B-2-3
Students and others may park in
clined to perk illegally, and, accorArts
»-4-5 ding to Lindquist, more of those employee lota on weekday evenings
Cimpui IMng
i-l vehicles are being towed than in the until 2 a.m
Crowe's Fears—
.A-3 past.
Parry added that cam are towed
with far leas frequency now, saying
N«w»
A-«
"The vendor is giving us a little
OpWon
~
ArW more service than in the past," be only about 30 cars wees towed durPoopie po«
A-3 said. "He'sbeen here and willing to ing a five-bear period Wednesday.
do it."
Polk* beat
Progress photo/Charlie Botion
(See CAMPUS. Page A-6) The university's new towino vendor has been hiisv this month.
That vendor is Junior Perry, who

New vendor, more cars help increase towing
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Greeks don't
forfeit rights
The people of Richmond know
what they want, and they know
what they don't want. And
nobody wants a fraternity house
in their neighborhood.
In some cases, it's too late.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon is well
established on Collins Street,
and Tau Kappa Epsilon has had
a Lancaster Avenue address for
some time Those fraternities
are the only ones with houses
that are recognized by the
university.
But in other areas of the city,
"unofficial fraternity houses''
have been in existence for some
time and have been strongly opposed by other residents who
live near them.
Residents of these unofficial
houses contend that if a handful
of good friends who just happen
to be members of the same
fraternity choose to live
together, they are committing
no crime.
They couldn't be more correct.
The neighbors can't complain if
six or so people who share the
same major or club membership
or high school live together, so
they have no beef with Greeks
who do the same.
In order to have its house
recognized by the university, a
fraternity must obtain zoning
approval from the city, and the
city is making it very tough on
fraternities who have made the
attempt.
These Greeks get a bad rap
from city government officials
and Richmond residents, who
voice concerns about noise and
litter. And as a result, they get
no official house.
So they maj^itajn their unofficial houses. Leases that are terminated when one fraternity
member leaves the university
are picked up by another
member.
We are not naive enough to

believe that these residents do
not sometimes get out of hand.
But when they do. they should
be dealt with as citizens of the
community, and only as such.
Treating, the residents differently because they wear
Greek letters on their shirts
would be a clear-cut case of
discrimination. It might not be
as obvious as discrimination by
race or sex, but it would be just
as shameful.
For example, members of Phi
Kappa Tau now renting a West
Main Street house are in violation of city zoning ordinances,
not because they are fraternity
members, but because the laws
state that a boarding house is
not permitted in that zone.
But their neighbors are up in
arms and searching for ways to
chase the fraternity members
back to campus. We question
whether they would attack nonArms flying, voices screeching
Greek residents who might be in
violation of zoning laws with the and guns firing are all familiar acts
of war.
same fervor.
And these acts are being fought
There is a solution to the
university's problem of city around the world as well aa camresidents' dislike of fraternity puses each and every day.
For instance, last week in front of
houses, but unfortunately, it is
Alumni Coliseum a girl wrestled her
a solution that most students friend to the ground because he
probably will not see during didn't finish running up the hill with
their stay at the university.
her.
A single area for all fraterniApparentry he exausted himself
ty houses - a fraternity row - halfway up and couldn't make it the
would allow fraternity members rest of the way without resting first.
She, on the other hand, who apto move out of the residence
halls but would leave Richmond peared to be not only a future crosscountry track star but a profesresidents in peace.
sional sumo wrestler as well, was
However, such a project
not one bit pleased.
would require several acres of
And then there's the guy in line
land, countless thousands of at the public safety building.
dollars for construction and Definitely not a pretty sight.
years to complete.
He had nonchalantly parked his
Until then, city residents car in one parking space in the mormust realize that the wearing of ning only to return from class and
Greek letters does not take find it had been moved to another
away a person's basic rights and one.
The sad part about it was the last
freedoms, and it does not single
a person out for discrimination class he had before retiming to his
car was probably a science lab that
or prejudice.
had lasted for five hours.
And what kind of mood do you
think he was in after finding out his
car had been towed?
Umm. unrn, umm. Scares me

Combat part of daily routine for many

Students must
attend hearings
One topic that makes most
students ait up and take notice
is money. And it becomes even
more important when we think
it will be taken away.
That possibility is once again
very real as the Kentucky Council on Higher Education considers a rare midyear tuition
increase.
But the council, through the
wonders of the democratic process, is offering the public a
chance to speak out on the subject at three hearings later this

And bless the lady's heart who
had to say, "May I help you?"
Hal That was an understatement.
After the guy finished shaking he
explained their oversight to them
month during which tuition for and then wanted to know what was
the 1989-90 school year will also
be discussed.
The hearing closest to the
university will be held Sept. 21
at the University of Kentucky,
and although the chances of a
midyear hike appear slim, it is of
vital importance that students
and other concerned parties
By Ken HoUoway
The Eastern Progress has two mamake their voices heard at the
jor functions which it is to perform.
hearings.
First, it is to inform students and
It's your money. And if you
faculty
members about what is hapdon't speak out now, you have
pening around the university and
no right to speak out later.
the community.
Second and most important, it is
established to help journalism
students learn how to write, report
and edit.
Editing for mistakes is one of the
most important aspects of working
on a newspaper. But even the most
Health Services in the "Insights" dependable writers and editors
section of the Aug. 27 edition gave make rrtiftt1"^ once in a while.
incorrect information about the
The pv'^*lr— may range from erhours of the service.
rors in factual information or quoted
The Student Health Services are matter, to simple typographical
open from 8 am. to 6 p.m. Monday errors.
through Friday. A nurse is on duty
And while space in the Progress,
from 5 p.m. until 8 a.m. Monday as in other newspapers, is alloted
through Thursday to evaluate pa- each week for clarifications and corrections, it is accepted that fewer
tients with emergency impasse.
During weekend hours (11 p.m. people read these corrections than
Friday to 11 p.m. Sunday) and dur- read the original story with the
ing holiday and vacation periods, a error.
telephone recording refers calls to
Small mistakes such as
Pat tie A. Clay Hospital's emergen- typographical errors .nay seem
cy room for medical care.
insignificant to many people, but if

Clarification
Last week's story about the investigation of the Tau Kappa Epsilon rush function stated that Dr.
Hay ward M. "Skip" Daugherty,
dean of student services, had written a letter of censure to the university chapter of the fraternity and
the
fraternity's
national
headquarters.
Daugherty has not written the let
tars of censure, and he said he would
do so only if further investigation into the matter revealed bets which
would justify that action.
The feature on the Student

r.hiwlriwg about it.

•?^^^ Think about it
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4

Keith Howard

going to be done about their
incompetence.
The lady, however, explained
what he was to do about his problem
and told him where to go to get his
car.
Of course, he probably told her
where to go under his breath.
And then let's not forget the war
in the Persian Gulf.
Of course though, there are a lot
more detala to this than one has the
space to give. Basically, watch the
news and find out for yourself.
Think about it. it'a only your
country they're boring you with.
Oh well, not all wan are this
serious.
Take the one that took place this
weekend.
Thousands of people with their
weapons in hand lined up on opposing sides ready for combat
Their orders were to not start firing until dusk.
The crowd, however, had blood in
its eyes and was growing with anticipation to begin the fight.
Suddenly the noises ceased.
Everyone began looking around

Students still
make mistakes
Opinion
the error makes a telephone number
incorrect, there will be those people
who will wait by a phone that will
not ring.
To "HJnirrira mistakes and their
effects, better proofreading is needed so that errors that might otherwise be missed will be corrected
before publication, not a week after
the fact.
However, it is impossible to
eliminate all mistakes, particularly
in a laboratory publication such aa
this one. Mistakes will occasionally
appear.
So readers must maintain
patience with the writers and
editors when a mistake does appear
in a story.
They are working hard to be the
best journalists they can be, but
they cannot achieve this goal
without practice.
Ken HoUoway it a sophomore
journalism major and a Progress
staff writer.

for his cue. and at the sound of the their rock'n'roll musk format.
The precisioned timing was specleader a short countdown began.
"Five, four, three, two," and at tacular. Fireworks of al shapes and
the sound of "one" thousands of brilliant colors were shot through
helium baloons were released to the air at heights of thousands of
start the annual WEBN Labor Day feet.
fireworks in Cincinnati.
As far as the eye could see, men,
The fighting forces mentioned women and children were astoundearlier were lined up on the Ken- ed by the array of colon bursting in
tucky side and on the Ohio side of front of their faces.
the Ohio River.
At the end of the evening the
They weren't there necessarily to hazy, smoke-filled sky and debris
fight a serious battle but never-the- were the only evidence left that a
less a lot of screaming was exchang- major battle had been fought.
And of course, the best part about
ed between the two.
WEBN had arranged the this fight was everyone who attendfireworks to explode to the beats in ed left as s winner.

Guidelines for letters to the editor
The Bmetem Progress encoorages its readsn to write a
letter to the editor on any topic
of interest to the university
coaacassJty.
Letters submitted torprjbhrs
tfoa should fas typed asstdoubkv
spsoadThsy should be no longer
than 260 words.
Letters should be addressed to
the newspaper and must contain
the author's address sad
telephone number.
Letters must also mckads the
author's signature. Carbon
espies, photofopias and letters
with Mullili ajajiti-i wfllnot
be accepted
Unsigned letters will not ba
accepted.
The Proysea iiiiiHaatj eondeesss hrttea before pabMcation.
However, a— oar, paactuation
sndapaOiagwaaetDe changed
or corrected hi a latter.
The Pi agrees asm fats own

judgment to determine if a letter
is libelaus or in poor taste and
reserves the right to reject any
letters.
The Progress also gives
rsadsrs an opportunity to express more detailed opinions in a
column called "Your turn.''
These coksnns should be in the
form of an editorial. Those interested mwritfag a "Your turn"
coon—i ahnuld oontart the editor
before submitting such an
article.
Letters and columns should be
mailed to The Eos tern Progress,
117 Donovan Annex, Eastern
IfaUtlM faj " 1 II lltj pirHwMi^

Ky. 40476.
The rlsariTne for submitting a
letter for a specific issue is noon
Monday prior to Thursday's
publication.
Letters and columns will be
printed in accordance with
available space.
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What is your biggest stress when you gtft up
In the morning?

People poll

CROWE'S FEATC

By Mike Morris
Dolores Hall, New Haven, junior,
dietetics:
"Getting up so early just about
kills me because I don't get enough
sleep."

Rollin Blaaton, Harlan. sophomore,
marine biology:
"The only thing that stresses roe
is getting up."
Carolyn Short, Harrodsbarg,
freshman, broadcasting:
"Remembering where I put the
Visine so I can get the red out of my
eyes and make myself look halfway
alive."
Ntgle,
Middlssboro,
, physical education:

David
McDaniel.
sophomore, speech:

Midway,

"The fact that my breakfast ir/the
grill is usually cold and slimy."
Hall
McDaniel
Slyvia Hanris. Somerset, senior,
psychology:
*
"Having to drive from Somerset
everyday. I dread that."

"My 8 o dock class."

Jim Gross, Irvine, freshman,
undeclared:
"Getting up and having to drive
here from Irvine without getting a
speeding ticket."

Laura
Longest,
Louisville,
freshman, undeclared:
Nagle

"Being on time, because I can't
get up in the morning.''

Gross

Harris

Longest

Small towns can be source of pride
At the season begins to change,
and the leaves begin to exhibit an
array of colors, most students are
finally beginning to settle into the
routine of their classes, getting to
know their new teachers, and adjusting to He awsy from home.
For some students however, their
hometown is sometimes a small
place hidden in its own Ittle corner
of the world
Now don't get me wrong. I 'm not
knocking these cracker-box towns
or making fun of them, because
guess what? You got it I am one of
the people who is fortunate (or some
people think unfortunate) enough to
come from a small town that has yet
to be placed on the map
I can remember when I was a
freshman and, was of course, all
gung-ho on meeting as many new
people sa I possibly could. Much to
my dismay however, was the question that I so often dreaded when
meeting someone new.
I never minded the routine questions: "What's your major? How
many brothers and sisters do you
have? Are yon the oldest? What
dorm do you live in? Do you have
a car on campus? Do you have a

My turn

Lisa Borders
boyfriend? Does he go to school here
too?" But for reasons that seem
ridiculously immature now, I hated
to be asked, "Where are you from?"
Everytime
I
answered,
"Springfield," peep}*/usually
responded with, "Ohio?" Much to
their surprise, there is such a place
in Kentucky.
Feeling s little embarrassed and
sometimes frustrated, I would
always proceed to tell them "No,"
and try to explain where this little
town is located.
"Do you know where Danville
is?" I would ask. "What about
Bardstown? Well, it's somewhere
between the two!"
Sometimes a few people realized
what I was talking about while

others would just politely smile and
nod. and theentire time I knew they
had absolutely no ides of where on
earth this place could be.
Even taWajn1 the population of the
entire county is a little over 3,000,
which includes several other even
smaller towns, Springneld is slowly miHiig its way into the 20th
century.
Among other things, Springfield
now has a few video stores, s tanning bed shop and even a Druthers
and a Pizza Hut. And slimy friends
wonder why I never want to order
out for pizza!
Better yet, this summer things
really began to shape up. Workers
dug up Main Street, which only has
two stop lights and one caution
light, to replace the roads and
sidewalks. The project isn't completely finished yet, but the improvements are obvious
And beet of all. the town is actual
ly getting a shopping center. It will
probably have five or six stores but
it is s start.
Now that I'm older and I hope a
little wiser, I no longer fear that
dreaded question. Instead, I realize
thejjotentjaloftbeimiainowi^aU

Classifieds
$10 - $660 weekly/up mailing cir- (704] 664-4063*""
culars! Rush self-addressed Part-time Help Wanted for
stamped envelope: Dept. delivery of furniture and
AN-7CC-AG, 93000 Wilshire, warehouse maintenance. Hours
Suite 470, Beverly Hills, CA adjustable, drivers license re90212.
quired. Interested apptcants apply in person, no phone inquiries,
COLLEGE REP WANTED TO Muncy's Inc., 455 East Main.
work at this campus. Good in- Richmond.
come. For information and ap- Earn up to $5,000 next school
plication write to: Alton Lowrance, year managing on-campus
Director, 251 Glenwood Drive, marketing programs for top naMooresville, NC 28115 or call: tional companies. Flexible part-

time hours. Must be a Jr., Sr., or
Grad student. Call Dee at [800]
592-2121.
Motorcycle for Sale: Yamaha 400,
Red. 1,500Miles, EC, 623-2074.

ESSAYS & REPORTS

home. I can honestly now say that
I'm proud to be from my little corner of the world and the environment I grew up in. And looking
back.. . I wouldn't change a thing.

*37 M A SCRi« -."STRANGC THINGS TO CNCOJRtfe CHtUXttN
10 ATTEMPT."

Job market good for nurses
This artide is in response to a
story concerning a decline in nursing school enrollment that appeared
in the Sept. 3 edition of the
Progress
By Dr. Deborah C. McNeil
Maa, our nation is facing what
is predicted to be the raost ominous
nursing shortsge ever to be
confronted
On the positive side, however, the
U.S. Department of labor Bureau
of Labor Statistics reports the
employment outlook for registered
nurses, especially those holding a
bachelor's degree, is outstanding.
Job prospects are growing much
faster than average due to the
health care needs of s growing aging population and the new health
care demands of individuals seeking
health promotion counseling.
Other major factors spurring the
need for professional nurses include
the complexity of hospital-based

facilities, urgent care centers, surgicenters, corporate weUness centers,
other outpatient facilities, nursing
homes and the new trend toward
great reliance on registered nurses
in Medicare's Perspective Payment
System.
Further, Labor Bureau statistics
predict an increasing need for
technically demanding professional
nursing care in the rapidly growing
outpatient sector.
Even though the media still tends
to portray archaic nursing roles,
nurses are assuming a major leadership role in today's healthcare. Nursing focuses on helping individuals,
groups, r»""a*— and essawawatlisl to
function at optimal potential
Positions previously not available
are unfolding for nurses Institutions are starting to elevste salaries
and to even pay relocation bonuses
of $10,000 or more in an effort to
recruit desperately needed nurses.

E.K.U.
MEALDEALS

1*278 to choose from —as subject!
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12" Medium Cheese Pizza
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Nurses now have more autonomy in
practice than ever before, especial
ly in community care settings.
At the university, baccalaureate
nursing enrollments are sgain increasing. The sversge enrollment in
entry courses is now 88. Many individuals holding s bachelor's or
master's degree in another field are
entering the university's nursing
program because of the responsive
job market and the professional
opportunites
Further, numbers of registered
nurses returning to earn the
bachelor's degree are escalating
with 66 new registered nurses
enrolled in entry courses this fall.
In Chinese literature, the symbol
for crisis also stands for opportunity. Today, the opportunities for professional nurses are truly awesome.
Dr. Deborah C. McNeil la the
chairwoman of the Department of
Baccalaureate Nursing.

Additional toppings 50c each
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for a great time
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ZAE County Fair
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RHA seeks more policy changes
By Jamie Baker
AssertanCVaews editor
The Reejdeoce Hall Association is
gearing up for a successful and busy
year. New policies and Homecoming
plans were the main topics of discussion at the second meeting of the
semester
Some of lbs policies that RHA
will be looking at this year include
trying to get permission for
students to paint their rooms, trying to change the bousing rules
which, in most cases, require s student to be 21 years of age before be

can live off campus and trying to
provide university residents with
lofts in their rooms.
Much of the meeting dealt with
the association's plans for
Hflsasagaje^ej

Once again, RHA will sponsor
Homecoming hall decoration competitions and this year will sell hot
dogs, cokes, and snacks at the
warehouse where the student
organizations build floats for the
parade.
According to RHA president

Michael Lewis, the money raised
from those sales will be given to the
university's United Way fundraising campaign.

ed "Colonels' Roundup'' on Sept 18.
The band "Southwind" will play
part of the dance and a disc jockey
wul play the remainder.

At the first home football game,
scheduled for Sept. 19, RHA will
sponsor a banner contest in which
any hall or organization can
participate.

RHA is abo holding a workshop
Saturday for all residence hall
presidents and hall council
members.

In order to help kick off football
season, the RHA is sponsoring a
pep rally in the Ravine on Sept. 17,
where the banners wil be judged
and a prize given, and a dance titl-

Police beat
The following reports have been
filed with the university"■ Division
of Public Safety:
Ang. 17:
Jackie Moore, Case HalL reported
the theft of bar purse from Campbell 322.
Peggy flamhrao. Foster Building,
reported a fire alarm sounding. The
Richmond Fire Department
responded sod it was determined
that a painter accidentally set off
the alarm.
Jos Scaanel. Martin HaU,
reported the fire alarm sounding.
The Richmond Fire Department
responded and determined there
was no fire and the alarms were
reset.
Stewart Ferrar, Roark Building,
reported smoke in the mechanical
room. The fire alarm was sounded
and the Richmond Fire Department
responded and found the cause to be
a leaking generator.
Toaa Bakrrin, O'DoaneU Hall,
reported the fire alarm sounding.
The Richmond Fire Department
responded and determined there
was no fire and the alarms were
reset.
Mike Hll. Keens Hall, reported
the theft of his wallet

This workshop is geared to improve the quality in the leadership
of the hail presidents and the
effectiveness of all the haU councils.

Events to honor
Constitution
Progress staff report

Mike Maby and Dnane Davis. HaU. reported the theft of his parkODonnell HaU. reported the theft ing decals while located in the Comof jewelry, money and watches from monwealth Lot.
their room. An investigation is Sept 2:
pending.
Karen Isfahan, Gibson Building,
reported
the theft of five sets of
Sept. 1:
scales from room 333. An investigaOdia Webb. Begley Building, tion
is pending.
reported that rooms 412 and 429
Phyllis Combs. Sullivan HaU.
had been damaged when someone reported the theft of her textbooks,
tried to enter them.
a notebook and a folder from the
Frank Knuckles, Todd HaU. university bookstore bookdrop.
reported the theft of his wallet after
it fell from his pocket in the Powell Sept. 3:
Building.
Tim Morris, Brewer Building,
Michael Layman, Lexington, reported the passenger sport mirror
reported the theft of his parking had been broken off Taylor
decala.
Erickson's vehicle while parked in
Robert Bsagh. Begley Building, Alumni Coliseum lot.
Stuart A. Shares, Louisville, was
reported the theft of s VCR from
arrested on a charge of driving
room 603.
Jeff Hoegland, Commonwealth under the influence.

The Department of Government
is sponsoring two days of events
marking the bicentennisl of the U.S.
Constitution Sept. 16-17.
Fourteen professors from various
departments will each give
10-minute presentations on the Constitution beginning at 1 p.m. Sept.
16 in the PoweU Building.
The public is also invited to participate in a signing and reading of
the Constitution from 11:46 a.m. to
1:30 p.m. Sept. 17 outside the
PoweU Building.
University and county dignitaries
will begin the reading of the Constitution, followed by students,
faculty and other citizens.
Beginning at 3:30 p.m., the
university's bells will ring, balloons
wiU be released and free ice cream
wul be served.
The public is invited to sttend all
events. For more information, call
Jane Rainey at 622-1024.

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Here's the scoop
Scott Davis, left, a freshman from Louisville, shared a laugh with
Enc Irvin, also a freshman from Louisville, while they served ice
cream during the Student Association's annual Town n' Gown
Day last Thursday. In addition to free ice cream, the event also
featured dsplays and prize giveaways from Richmond merchants.

Before you choose a long distance
service, take a close look

Joseph A. Keaton. Keene Hall,
was arrested on a charge of alcohol
intoxication.
Wayne Firming. Commonwealth
Hall, reported the theft of two
speakers from bis automobile while
parked in the VanHoose parking lot
Aug. 28:
Robert A. Hamilton. Bardstown,
was arrested on charges of possession of alcohol by a nunor. driving
under the sifluenoe. possession of a
forged instrument and aaaaasjjag of
marijuana
Sasnantha Littoral. Walton HaU.
reported the theft of her purse and
its contents from her room.
Harold Torres, and Ronald Jakal.
ODonnell HaU. reported that someone had entered the* room from
a first floor window. An investigation is pending.
Aft* aft
Timothy S. Lawsoa, Richmond,
was arrested on s charge of alcohol
intoxication
Ang. SO:
Gregory A Oxenham, Keene Hall,
was arrested on a charge of alcohol
intoxication
Ang. SI:
Tracy Stamper, Lexington,
reported the theft of her parking
detail
Francis J. Perino. AJbsrt J. Potson, and Jeremy C. Gets. Keene
Hall, were arrested on charges of
poawassion of marijuana
WORK FOR YOURSELF
A* a campus r«pr«MritatTv*
youl b* raaponaM* lor placing
advartWng nii»itwi on butaOn
board* and working on
marketing program* lor cllanis
•uch a* Amarlcan Eipran,
Boston UnKrwsJty, EureD. and
various movl* companlss.
among othsra. Part-Hm* work,
chooss your own hours No
saMs Many of our raps stay
with us long after graduation. If
you ar* ssM-motlvatsd, hardworking, and ■ bit of an
sntrapranaur, call or writs for
mora Information to:
AASJIUCAM PASSAGE
NtTWOWK
•211 W. HOWARD STREET
CHICAOO.IL aga4s

i(soo)aai-»»4aor
(312)S4T-SSS9

You may be thinking about
choosing one of the newer
carriers over AT&T in order to
save money.
Think again.
Since January 1987, AT&T's
rates have dropped more than
15% for direct-dialed out-ofstate calls. So they're lower than
you probably realize. For information on specific rates, you
can call us at 1 800 222-0300.
And AT&T offers clear long
distance connections, operator,
assistance, 24-hour customer
service, and immediate credit
for wrong numbers. Plus, you
can use AT&T to call from
anywhere to anywhere, all over
the United States and to over
250 countries.
You might be surprised at
how good a value AT&T really
is. So before you choose a
long distance company, pick
up the phone.

CHICAGO DALLAS LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK SEATTLE

LOOKiNG FOB A CAREER?
CONSIDER MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY
EKU OFFERS
*
*
*
*
*

2 and 4 fear tjBgree Prograis
Practical Tuition Free
Credentials for Certification
Practical Experience in Hospital
Excellent Job Market

AT&T

The right choice.

CONTACT
EMJ. "Wical technology Uapt.
Mil lace 111. Ext. 3078
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Pizza service stirs debate
(Continued from Page One)
Hopkins added that the crust,
dough, sausage, pepperoni and
cheese for the pizzas are being pur
chased from
a Richmond
"We are trying to work with the
city, not against it," he concluded.
Earl Baldwin, vice-president of
business affairs, also emphasized
that the university pizza business
was established because of student
requests.
According to Baldwin, last year
faculty, students and Student
Senate members pressed for grill
renovations.

"We worked to create changes
that would be seen as most
beneficial." he said. "We are not

unlike any other university in Kentucky."
Both Western Kentucky University and the University of Kentucky
have on-campus pizza deliveries.
Western's has been in operation
since 1979. but UK's was just opened this semester.

mond, said several states have passed laws agaktat universities going
into business against local small
businesses, but Kentucky has no
such law.
"It's legal, but it's just not
ethical," he said. "If pizza works,
what will they fro to next?"

According to a worker in UK's
Through all the complaints and infood service office, there have been
no direct complaints about the new certain ty, Keith Martin, managertrainee at Little Caesars, is remainoperation.
ing optimistic.
"It's been a real hit. Some of the
pizza places wound campus are getMartin said he is waiting to see
ting worried" she said.
the quality and prices before he
begins worrying.
The worker said the pizza service
had been successful, and many
"It will be hard for the universistudents were taking advantage of ty to match our quality and more
the convenience.
importantly, our experience." he
Brice Kibbler, owner of Subway said. "The students will be the.
Sandwiches and Salads in Rich- judges."

Campus towing increases
(Continued from Page One)

he said.

university

According to Lindquiat, vehicle
Lindquistsaid Perry's crews have
registration does not necessarily inserved the university weL "The lots
sure a parking space.
are pretty clear right now," he stud.
I Jndquiat also said people seem to
He said the reason for registering
be satisfied with the job Perry and automobiles is for "control."
his men are doing.
"It's so we understand where
"I haven't had one (complaint)
they are and tell them what areas
yet," he said.
Lindquiat said last year 573 they can park in. And so we can
spaces were allocated tocommuters. reserve certain areas for parking,"
This year, however, parking spaces
for commuters were increased to
1,163 spaces
He said a total of 2.285 spaces
were taken from general parking. (Continued from Page One)
In the general parking lots,
anyone, regardless of whether he of successful teaching and evidence
has staff parking stickers or com- for potential leadership.
muter parking stickers, can use the
general lota.
Enzie said he has been in four
Lindquiat said public safety was dean selections in the last year and
waiting to see if the number of a half and each dean search is a litvehicles decreased after the Labor tle bit different in that the commitDay holiday.
tee can set up any criteria it wants
He said many students take their to.
vehicles home during this time and
do not register them with the
He said although each is slightly

Lindquiat said a parking garage
is in the university's long-range
plans.
He said it would be more feasible
to build a parking lot on the surface
to alleviate the short-term problems.
However, he said if taxpayers are
willing to pay for a garage, it would
be considered.

Selection begins
different "the basic things are pretty much the same with regards to
the already mentioned criteria."
He said the committee will try to
complete the interviews by January
and try to make its final selection
by the end of February.
Dr. Dixon Barr, the farmer dean
of the College of Education, will be
stepping down after several years in
this position to become a full-time
faculty member.

Progress photo/Mike Morris

Solitary study
While most students spent the recent three-day Labor Day weekend at home or elsewhere,
there were those who stayed behind. One such person was Jean Kierman, a graduate student
from New York, who remained on campus and spent Sunday afternoon ri the ravine catching
up on her studies.

Elections to fill vacancies
By Doama Paea
NewsediU*
Student Senate members hope to
fill 23 vacant senator positions in
Tuesday's fall vacancy election.
According to Stacey Lueken. elections committee chair, there are currently only 40 senators because
many who wars alert ad last spring
have resigned their positions or did
not return to the university. If all'
vacancies are filled, there will be 63
senators.
Every applicant must have a
grade point average of 2.0, be a fulltime student and have completed a
petition requiring 30 signatures
from students in their college.
Petitions are available in the Stu
dent Association office in the Powell
Building, but they must be signed
and completed by Friday.
Elections will be held from 10 a.m.

to 6 p.m. Sept. 15 in the Powell
Building.
The specific number of vacancies
in each colege are as follows: Applied Arts and Humanities, one; Ap
plied Arts and Technology, one;
Allied Health and Nursing, one;
Business, two; Social and
Behavioral
Sciences,
one;
Undeclared, eight; Education, three;

Tab
Sprite
Diet Coke

New Coke

THE BEAR
DRIVE-IN

Mello Yellow
Coke Classic

Expires Sept 17, 1987
624-2018

Pepsi
12-Pack

THE BULL
IMIQHT BEAT THE CLOCK MIGHT ,
FRIDAY-FREE BUF

We know that a
cheap calculator can
cost you blood, sweat
and time.
Investing in a
Hewlett-Packard calculator, on the other
hand, can save you
time and again.
HP calculators not
only have better functions. They function
better. Without sticking keys and bad
connections.
Through October
31, you can get the
cream of the calculators at a non-fat price.
We're cutting $10
off the HP-12C. That
buys you more builtin functions than anyone else's financial
calculator.
And we're giving
away a free Advantage
Module, a $49 value,
with every HP-41
Advanced Scientific
calculator you buy.
This 12K-byte plugin, menu-driven ROM
was designed specially for students.
So drop by your
campus bookstore and
compare HP calculators with the rest. By
midterm, you'll see
what a deal this is.

I

Candy Bars

Keebler
Tato
Skins 8 oz

Halsa
Shampoo 15 oz

Crest 4.6 oz

S1-19
25% off
2nd Set
of Prints

FREE

vaMro.ii compel** C41
proem turn, ttandard-ata
prints only.
Great selection of desk
top & hand beM models.
1

I

■

I

I

SUPERx COUPON

with pun haw of HP-41. Pur
chase must br made bewrn
AUKUM l& l987.andOclubrr3l.
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fur details and official redemp
tion li icm Rebate or (ref Mod
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+ Deposit
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FREE $49 HP-41
ADVANTAGE MODULE

CW87 Hewlell Packard Company PC 12703
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This Week's Special
Chicken Sandwich
$1.67
613 Big Hill Ave.
Richmond, KY

Health Physical Education. Recree
tion and Athletics, one Law Enforcement,
one;
Natural
Mathematical Science, four.
Senate President David Nusz said
any student can get involved in the
senate.
"We encourage everyone to come
to our meetaigs, be on a committee
and voice their concerns."

(VI

HKWLETT
PACKARD

90

Portfolio or
Report Cover
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MT. DEW,
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Off campus
living offers
alternative
By Amy Caudill
Features editor
Residence hall life has its advantages, and some students wouldn't
trade the close ties with fellow
residents and the convenience of living on campus for al the apartments in the world.
But some would, and have.
As university policy states that
students cannot live off campus until they are 21 years old unless they
live with their parents, the majority of university students who don't
live with their parents spend at least
two years Eving in a residence hall.
Many choose not to spend those
last two years living on campus,
however, and living off campus offers a new and different lifestyle.
Most students find the privacy
and independence offered by offcampus living to be satisfying and
worth the added expense sometimes
required, while others find they can
live off campus for less expense than
they could live in a residence hall.
At any rate, most students living
off campus agree that it's quite different from living on campus.
Hope HeUard, a senior public relations major from Lawrenceburg, is
living off campus this semester for
the first time. Prior to this semester
she lived in university residence
hails.
HeUard, who will graduate in
December, said she wanted to live
off campus during her last semester
because she thought she'd do more
studying and because she just
wanted to give it a try.
"I like it. You've got the freedom
to come and go whenever you
please," Helard said.
HeUard lives in an apartment
complex on Turpin Drive with two
friends who will also graduate in
December. The three split the rent,
and utilities are furnished.
HeUard said her expenses are
about the same now as when she
was living on campus, except for her
phone bills. She has a part-time job,
as she did when she lived on
campus.
She said transportation to and
from campus was not a problem
since HeUard and both her roommates have cars.
HeUard said she has more space
and more freedom now that she lives
off campus, but that she is glad she
experienced residence hail life as
weU.

Rocky Binder, a senior music
education major from London, Uves
in an apartment on Southland
Drive, which he considers his
primary home.
Binder's parents help pay his expenses and Binder works as an instructor for high school marching
bands to pay the rest.
A washer and dryer, a microwave
and utilities are furnished in
Binder's apartment, which is part of
a house.
Binder said decorating his apartment has become a hobby for him,
and his decorating expenses aren't
very high because he buys a lot of
his furniture at junk stores.
Binder said parking on campus is
less of a problem for him now than
when he lived on campus, because
now he only has to park on campus
once a day, whereas he had to park
three or four times a day when he
was a resident.
"I don't Ike the restrictions of
dorm Life. I did Uve on campus for
two years and I liked it I think it's
good. . . But I like the freedom of
the apartment and the privacy a lot
more," Binder said.
Though be now lives alone, Binder
will have a roommate in October
with whom he will spUt the rent.
Binder said he pays more to Uve
off campus but it's worth it.
Todd Abraham, a junior health
care administration major from
Harlan, and Mike King, a
sophomore health care administration and real estate major from
Harlan. share an apartment with
two other men in a house on University Drive.
Both Abraham and King said
they liked living off campus because
they could study with fewer interruptions. King said he and his roommates designate study times.
King said his expenses were about
the same as when he lived on campus, but Abraham said his were
lower since he cooks more of his own
meals now.
Abraham, King-and their roommates are in the process of covering
a wall in their living room with beer
cans. The cans are only three rows
high now, but Abraham said by October the wall should be covered.
Abraham said one of the biggest
advantages of living where he does
is the location.
"I'm right in the middle of school
and downtown," he said.

Progress photo/Oiartie Bolton

Rocky
Binder
decorated his apartment (above) as a
hobby.
Todd
Abraham and Mike
King share their apartment (right) with two
friends.
Abraham said the only disadvantage of living off campus is that he
doesn't see as much of his friends.
King said his missed being on a
food plan and didn't like having to
walk farther, but he liked being able
to entertain friends and have alcohol
anytime he wanted.
Abraham, King and their roommates pay for their electricity, and
their landlord pays for their water
and gas.
Several local apartment complexes are host to large numbers of
university students. Students
choose their place of residence with
a variety of considerations in mind,
including cost and location.
Certain complexes, including
Village Square Apartments, Odessa
Place Apartments and Richmond
East Apartments, are particularly
popular with students.
Martha Sharkey, manager of
Village Square Apartments on
Southland Drive, said about 40 percent of her tenants are students.
Sharkey said students are attracted to Village Square Apart-

Progress photo/Mike Morris
ments because they can Mve in them
as cheaply as they could Eve on campus, and because the apartments are
comfortable and conveniently
located.
Sharkey said students are reliable
tenants.
Bruce McDaniel. an employee at
Odessa Place Apartments on
Wayne Drive, said at least 80 per-

cent of Odessa's tenants are
students.
McDaniel said students like the
convenience of Odessa Place and
many walk to class.
"They're the biggest part here.
That's usually what we expect.
They're usually pretty good,"
McDaniel said.
Sue Hopper, msoiav of Rich-

mond East Apartments on Big Mill
Avenue, said 36 to 40 percent of bar
tenants are students who ars at
traded to Richmond East's location
and prices.
Richmond East Apartments are
unfurnished.
Hopper said most student tenant*
are reliable, except for a few who
have parties often.

Center helps children develop New faculty travel

By Mark Harpe
Staff writ*
Classes began Tuesday for the
Madison County Chid Development Center located in Model
Laboratory School.
The center is a non-profit
organization that helps preschool
children who have disabilities or
handicaps.
Carol Brooks, the head teacher,
teaches 16 children in class and four
other children in their homes.
The children are 6 years old or
younger and have different
disabilities and handicaps. Some of
the children have slight speech and
hearing problems while other
children have severe handicaps,
such as Down's Syndrome, cerebral
palsy and mental retardation.
Although they are different ages,
ail of the chldren are placed in one
classroom and separated when being helped individuaUy Brook, said
the children recognize each other's
disabilities but they do not let that
stop them from becoming friends.
Throughout the year, speech and
physical therapists visit the center
to work with each child. Speech
therapists help the children who
have stuttering or articulation problems.
The physical therapists
show the children how to use
walkers, wheelchairs and supine
standers, which help them stand up
straight without other assistance.
Not only does the center provide
therapists, it has an active parent
educational involvement program
that includes monthly parent training sessions between the teacher
and the child's parent.
During the sessions, the parent
learns about the child's progress
and learns ways to work with the
child in the home.

Progress photo/Charlie Bolton

Ronald Brown, 4, receives help from Linda Hoover, teacher's aide.
Another program within the
center allows university students to
earn observation and practicum
hours.
Brooks said students may accumulate more than 1,000 observation hours and more than 600 practicum hours in one semester.
The center is funded by donations
from individuals and various
organizations.
The United Way donates 33 percent of the center's money each
year. State and federal grants are
needed because the tuition is based
on family size and income.
Because the center had a S 25 .OCX1
budget deficit last year, the board
of directors for the Child Develop

ment Centers of the Bluegrass no home visits.
wanted to close the center this year.
"I get the nice job of calling
"The money from the Madison parents and telling them to forget
County Fiscal Court, along with it," said Brooks.
donations from private individuals.
Last year, the center had two prowas enough to keep the program grams which met for three hours for
open," Brooks said.
different age groups.
Although the center was not closThis year, there is one program
ed, the board reduced the number of that has a morning and an afternoon
teachers.
class. Each class meets for two
Last year, the center had one hours and 46 minutes.
teacher, one support teacher and
Due to the smaller teaching staff,
one teacher's aid.
Because the center only has one the number of students able to
fuU-time teacher, class sizes had to receive practicum and observation
be reduced. Before the cut, there hours will be cut. Some students will
were 18 chldren enrolled in class be able to receive the hours, while
and 10 children who were visited at other students will have to come
home. After Oct. 1. there wiU be back at a later date.

I

By Amy CandUl
Feature* editor
Orientation for new faculty
was held as usual this semester
but with s new twist New faculty were exposed to a variety of
Eastern Kentucky scenes when
they toured the university's service region on Aug. 28 and Sept.
4.
The university serves 22 counties in its surrounding area, and
the tours were designed to
familiarize new faculty with
these counties.
Russel Enzie. associate vice
president for academic affairs
and research and chair of the
committee that planned the
tours, said the first trip was to
counties east of Interstate 76 and
the second trip was to counties
west of Interstate 76.
Enzie said in addition to
familiarizing new faculty with
the service region, the tours were
designed to introduce new faculty to various aspects of the
university through presentations
by several university vice
presidents, and to give them a
chance to get to know one
another and the deans of the colleges, who also wen* "ong.
John D. Rowlett, vice president for academic affairs, went
on both tours and made presentations traditionally given at
faculty orientation.
Thomas Myers, vice president
for student affairs, and Don
Feltner, vice president for university relations and development.
went on the first trip ana made
presentations.
Earl Baldwin, vice president
1

for business affairs, and Jos
Schwendeman, vice president for
administrative affairs, went on
the second trip and mads
presentations.
Virginia Falkenberg, dean of
graduate students and research,
went on the first trip and made
a piaseutstlon and Jack Culross.
dean of ararlemic support and
undergraduate studies, went on
the second trip and mads a
presentation
Wilma Walker, chair of the
Department of Geography and
Planning, was the tour guide for
both trips and described each
county on the itinerary in term
of its history, population, etc.
University President Dr. II
Hanley Funderburk and his wife.
Helen, went on the first trip but
didn't go on the second.
Enzie said the tours extended
as far east as Hazard, as far wast
as Casey County, as far north aa
the Kentucky River and aa far
south as Tennessee
Enzie said 32 new faculty went
on the tours, which were fret to
those who went.
Faculty were encouraged to go
but weren't required to go.
"From the comments I heard
from the venous people, I think
it was s big success," Enzie said
Faculty who participated in
the tours were asked to fill out
comment sheets, which haven't
been turned in yet. The program
will be evaluated on the basis of
these comment sheets.
Enzie said the program will be
offered again next fall if the
faculty response is favorable
'.
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Off campus
living offers
alternative
By Amy Caudill
Features editor
Residence hail life has its ad van
tagee, and some students wouldn't
trade the close ties with fellow
residents and the convenience of living on campus for al the apartments in the world.
But some would, and have.
As university policy states that
students cannot live off campus until they are 21 years old unless they
live with their parents, the majority of university students who don't
live with their parents spend aSTeast
two years living in s residence hall.
Many choose not to spend those
last two years living on campus,
however, and living off campus offers a new and different lifestyle.
Most students find the privacy
and independence offered by offcampus living to be satisfying and
worth the added expense sometimes
required, while others find they can
live off campus for lees expense than
they could live in a residence hall.
At any rats, most students living
off campus agree that it's quite different from living on campus.
Hope Hellard, a senior public relations major from Lawrenceburg, is
living off campus this semester for
the first time. Prior to this semester
she lived in university residence
halls.
Hellard. who will graduate in
December, said she wanted to live
off campus during her fast semester
because she thought she'd do more
studying and because she just
wanted to give it a try.
"I like it. You've got the freedom
to come and go whenever you
please," Helard said.
Hellard lives in an apartment
complex on Turpin Drive with two
friends who will also graduate in
December. The three split the rent,
and utilities are furnished.
Hellard said her expenses are
about the same now as when she
was living on campus, except for her
phone bills. She has a part-time job,
as she did when she lived on
campus.
She said transportation to and
from campus was not a problem
since Hellard and both her roommates have cars.
'
Hellard said she has more space
and more freedom now that she lives
off campus, but that she is glad she
experienced residence hall life as
well. .

Rocky Binder, a senior music
education major from London, lives
in an apartment on Southland
Drive, which he considers his
primary home.
Binder's parents help pay his expenses and Binder works as an instructor for high school marching
bands to pay the rest.
A washer and dryer, a microwave
and utilities are furnished in
Binder's apartment, which is part of
a house.
Binder said decorating his apartment has become a hobby for him,
and his decorating expenses aren't
very high because he buys a lot of
his furniture at junk stores.
Binder said parking on campus is
less of s problem for hkn now than
when he lived on campus, because
now he only has to park on campus
once a day, whereas he had to park
three or four times a day when he
was a resident.
"I don't Ike the restrictions of
dorm life. I did live on BassWanl for
two years and I liked it I think it's
good. . . But I like the freedom of
the apartment and the privacy a lot
more," Binder said.
Though be now hves alone, Binder
will have a roommate in October
with whom he will split the rent.
Binder said be pays more to live
off campus but it's worth it.
Todd Abraham, a junior health
care administration major from
Harlan, and Mike King, a
sophomore health care administration and real estate major from
Harlan, share an apartment with
two other men in a bouse on University Drive.
Both Abraham and King said
they liked living off campus because
they could study with tower interruptions. King said he and his roommates designate study times.
King said Ma expenses were about
the same as when he lived on campus, but Abraham said his were
lower since he cooks more of bis own
meals now.
Abraham King and their roommates are in the process of covering
a wall in their living room with beer
cans. The cans are only three rows
high now, but Abraham said by October the wall should be covered.
Abraham said one of the biggest
advantages of living where he does
is the location.
"I'm right in the middle of school
and downtown," he said.
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Rocky
Binder
decorated his apartment (above) as a
hobby.
Todd
Abraham and Mike
King share their apartment (right) with two
friends.
Abraham said the only disadvantage of living off campus is that
doesn't see as much of his friends
King said his missed being on s
food plan and didn't like having to
walk farther, but he liked being able
to entertain friends and have alcohol
anytime he wanted.
Abraham, King and their roommates pay for their electricity, and
their landlord pays for their water
and gas.
Several local apartment complexes are host to large numbers of
university students. Students
choose t her place of residence with
a variety of considerations in mind,
including cost and location.
Certain complexes, including
Village Square Apartments, Odessa
Place Apartments and Richmond
East Apartments, are particularly
popular with students.
Martha 9iarkey, manager of
Village Square Apartments on
Southland Drive, said about 40 percent of her tenants are students.
Sharkey said students are attracted to Village Square Apart-

rogress photo/Mike Morris
ments because they can five in them
as cheaply as they could live on campus, and because the apartments are
comfortable and conveniently
located.
Sharkey said students are reliable
tenants.
Bruce McDaniel. an employee at
Odesss Place Apartments on
Wayne Drive, said at least 80 per-

cent of Odessa's tenants are
students.
McDaniel said students like the
convenience of Odessa Place and
many walk to class.
"They're the biggest part here.
That's usually what we expect.
They're usually pretty good,"
McDaniel said.
Sue Hopper, manager of Rich-

mood East Apartments on Big Hill
Avenue, said 36 to 40 percent of her
tenants are students who are attracted to Richmond East's location
and prices.
Richmond East Apartments are
unfurnished.
Hopper said most student tenants
are reliable, except for a few who
have parties often.

Center helps children deveh 010 New faculty travel

By Mark Harpe
Staff writer
Classes began Tuesday for the
Madison County Chid Develop
ment Center located in Model
Laboratory School.
The center is s non-profit
organisation that helps preschool
children who have disabilities or
handicaps.
Carol Brooks, the head teacher,
teaches 16 children in class and four
other children in their homes.
The children are 6 years old or
younger and have different
disabilities and handicaps. Some of
the children have slight speech and
hearing problems while other
children have severe handicaps,
such aa Down's Syndrome, cerebral
palsy and mental retardation.
Although they are different ages.
all of the chidren are placed in one
classroom and separated when being helped individually. Brooks said
the children recognise each other's
disabilities but they do not let that
stop them from becoming friends.
Throughout the year, speech and
physical therapists visit the center
to work with each child. Speech
therapists kelp the children who
have stuttering or articulation problems.
The physical therapists
show the children how to use
walkers, wheelchairs and supine
•tenders, which help them stand up
straight without other assistance
Not only does the center provide
therapists, it has an active parent
educational involvement program
that includes monthly parent training sessions between the teacher
and the child's parent.
During the aa—ions, the parent
learns about the child's progress
and learns ways to work with the
child in the boms.
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Ronald Brown, 4, receives help from Linda Hoover, teacher's aide.
Another program within the
center allows university students to
earn observation and practicum
hours.
Brooks said students may accumulate more than 1,000 observation hours and more than 600 practicum hours in one semester.
The center is funded by donations
from individuals and various
organizations.
The United Way donates 33 percent of the center's money each
year. State and federal grants are
needed because the tuition is based
on family size and income.
Because the center bad a $25,00^
budget deficit last year, the board
of directors for the Child Develop-

ment Centers of the Bluegrass
wanted to close the center this year.
'"" "The money from the Madison
County Fiscal Court, along with
donations from private individuals,
was enough to keep the program
open," Brooks said.
Although the center was not closed, the board reduced the number of
teachers.
Last year, the center had one
teacher, one support teacher and
one teacher's aid.
Because the center only has one
full-time teacher, class sizes had to
be reduced. Before the cut, there
were 18 chidren enrolled in class
and 10 children who ware visited at
borne. After Oct. 1. there will be

no home visits.
"I get the nice job of calling
parents and telling them to forget
it," said Brooks.
Last year, the center had two programa which met for three hours for
different age groups.
This year, there is one program
that has a morning and an afternoon
class. Each class meets for two
hours and 46 minutes.
Due to the smaller teaching staff,
the number of students able to
receive prscticum and observation
hours will becut. Some students will
be able to receive the hours, while
other students will have to come
back at a later date.
I

By Amy CaudU 1
features editor
Orientation for new faculty
was held as usual this semester
but with a new twist New faculty were exposed to a variety of
Eastern Kentucky scenes when
they toured the university's service region on Aug. 28 and Sept.
4.
The university serves 22 counties in its surrounding area, and
the tours were designed to
familiarize new faculty with
these counties.
Russsl Enzie, associate vice
president for academic affairs
and research and chair of the
committee that planned the
tours, said the first trip waa to
counties east of Interstate 76 and
the second trip was to counties
west of Interstate 76.
Enzie said in addition to
familiariring new faculty with
the service region, the tours were
designed to introduce new faculty to various aspects of the
university through pi imputations
by several university vice
presidents, and to give them a
chance to get to know one
another and the deans of the collegee, who also went kng.
John D. Rowlett, vice president for academic affairs, went
on both tours and made presentations traditionally given at
faculty orientation.
Thomas Myers, vice president
for student affairs, and Don
Fsttner, vice president, for university relations and development,
went on the first trip and made
inesenl al ii si
y
Earl Baldwin, vice president
\

for business affairs, and Joe
Schwendemsn. vice president for
administrative affairs, went on
the second trip and msde
presentations.
Virginia Falkenberg. dean of
graduate students and research,
went on the first trip and made
a presentation and Jack Culross,
dean of academic support and
undergraduate studies, went on
the second trip and made s
presentation
Wilma Walker, chair of the
Department of Geography and
Planning, was the tour guide for
both trips and described each
county on the itinerary in term
of its history, population, etc.
University President Dr. H.
Hanley Punderburk and his wife,
Helen, wenton the first trip but
didn't go on the second.
Enzie said the tours extended
as far east ss Hazard, as far west
as Casey County, as far north as
the Kentucky River and as far
south ss Tennessee
Enzie said 32 new faculty went
on the tours, which were free to
those who went.
Faculty were encouraged to go
but weren't required to go.
"From the commenU I heard
from the various people, I think
it was a big success," Enzie said.
Faculty who participated in
the tours were asked to fill out
comment sheets, which haven't
been turned in yet. The program
will be evaluated on the basis of
these comment sheets.
Enzie said the program will be
offered again next fall if the
faculty response is favorable.
•
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Activities
BSU offers fun, fellowship

Pro r6S8

Kidnapping fun

°

P****- **>"*
Shay Fitgerald, a senior Pi Beta Phi member from Hamilton, Ohio, found being kidnapped by
the Lambda Chis more fun than frightening. Her captors, left to right, are Danny Harmon, a
senior from Tomahawk, Tom Bauer, a junior from Ghent and Doug Atchison. a senior from
Paris, all members of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.

the weak wil be a little different.
On Sept 16 and Sept. 17. a
cookout wil be held at 6 p.m. at Irvin McDowell Park. There will also
be other activities such as volleyball
along with worship escvirea.
On Sept. 16, a creative warship
service will be bed by University of
Louisville apaajejs, minister, Tom
Smoot. Atcher said Smoot will present a tnifiyianH monologue for his
message.
Also, on Sept. 17, there will be an
outdoor worship service presented
by Tarry Lester, from Red House
Baptist Church. Atcher said.
According to Atcher, through
these activities, the organization
wants to "take the msasage of Jesus
Christ beyond the walla of the BSU
and on to the rtimpf and the
students," he said
Atcher said there ere several
other goals the BSU ia trying to
establish through the project.
"We are trying to go beyond the
walla of confusion about who and
what God is. We want to share what
Christianity ia all about," Atcher
said.
He also added BSU is trying to go
beyond the walls of all the
stereotypes of what a Christian is.
"We are trying to get across that
Christians are varied people." said
Atcher. "It involves an individual

Missionary speaks

204 of the Roark Building. To submit a clip

Dr. Ken Myers, a missionary from
El Salvador, will speak at the
Newman Center about bis experiences and reflections of his trip
at 7 p.m. on Sept. 16.

Club lists are needed

Alpha Eta Rho to meet

the Office of Student Activities in
Alpha EtaRho Aviation organiza- room 128 of the Powell Building by
tion will present "Iron Eagle" for its Sept. 16. if they have not already
first meeting on Sept. 16 in room done so.

No Limit —
With Any Pizza Purchasaj

Limited Delivery Are-

EXPRESS CARRY-OUT

AND

EXTRA *1.00 OFF

FREE!

tinent to the university community
and preferably contain information
about services or events that are
free and opcsn to the public.

THE

^UNIVERSITY
pBOOKSTORE
CENTER Of CAMPUS

PRESENTS...

JOSTENS

Sales Tax Not Included

BUY ONE PIZZA
GET ONE

Items for Campus Cbps should be
typed and signed with a telephone
number included in case there are
questions regarding the dip. Items
should contain only information per-

All student organizations should
turn in that- annual reports, and
lists of new officers with names, addresses and telephone numbers to

yO^*
11K Tfg Colas

FREE DELIVERY

relationship with God."
According to Atcher, the BSU is
open to all oVnnminatinrs, races and
nationalities.
"People often hear the word 'Baptist' and it scares them off," he
added.
However, Atcher said people
should not feel that way and BSU
encourages all denominations to
join in." We want a great unity with
other Christian ministries.''
"Our door is always open. Anyone
who waits in the door is
automatically a part of BSU if they
want to be. He ia the God of all people," he added.
The BSU participates in a variety of activities throughout the year.
Besides the regular Tuesday night
worship service, members of BSU
participate in in tramural sports said
Atcher. There is also the opportunity to join the choir which travels on
the weekends to the hometowns of
members usually upon request
Members can also participate in
creative mkustries where they can
learn about sign language, drama
and fellowships. Such activities include 60s parties and imitation gong
showa. Atcher said
According to Atcher, the BSU
presently has about 76 members.
This year wil mark the 60th year of
BSU.

By Lisa Borders
Activitie. editor
The university's Baptist Student
Union has a number of activities
planned for its project. Outreach
'87. The theme of the project is
"Beyond the Walls."
"We are trying to brng BSU to
the students' attention and let them
know what BSU is and what it has
to offer," said Dave Atcher, coordinator of the outreach program.
According to Atcher, the activities wil start Sept. 14 and will
continue throughout the week.
To begin, there will be a free concert in the Ravine at 8:30 p.m. A
Christian contempary band from
Winchester known as "Legacy" will
provide music for the the event, Atcher said.
There wil also be another free
concert Sept. 15 at 8:30 p.m.
"Shofar," a Christian contampary
band from Lexington will be
featured. Some members of
"Shofar" are graduates of the
university, Atcher said.
" 'Legacy' has more of a pop
sound whle 'Shofar' has a more
hardening sound," said Atcher.
"They sing with a punch," he added.
According to Atcher, a senior
music merchandising major from
Radcliff, the remaining activities of

COLD RING SALE
IS COMING!

*60OFF18K
$
40 OFF 14K
*20 OFF 10K

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
SMALL
$4 45
5.95
0.95
795
Addition.il Toppings (Over 3)
65
Extra Cheese
130

PIZZA MENU
Cheese
One Topping
Two Toppings
Three Toppings

MEDIUM
S I. 70
8.05
9.15
10.25
.85
1 70

LARGE
S 8.75
10 15
11.35
12 55
.95
2.20

Small

Medium

Large

$8.95

$11.35

$13.75

Pepperoni, Mushrooms. C.reen Peppers. Onions. Sausage or Han

TOPPINGS
Sausage. Pepperoni. Ground Beef. Ham. Baron. Mushrooms. Onions. C.reen
Peppers (;reen Olives. Black Olives, Hot Peppers. Anihovies. Thick Crust

523-2102|

805 Eastern By-Pass
Suite 5
Richmond, Kentucky

L»ar\v

ROUND UP SPECIAL!

VALUABLE COUPON

VALUABLE COUPON

FREE PIZZA
BUY ONE PIZZA GET ONE FREE!
Price Depends on Size A Number of Toppings

TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS
with 2 Toppings
ONLY $8.85

NO LIMIT
Expires in 30 Days
PONY EXPRESS PIZZA

One Coupon Per Order
Expires in 30 Days
PONY EXPRESS PIZZA

10% OFF
ANY
T" SHIRT
SWEATSHIRT
JACKET
Sept. 7-11

FREE I.D.
HOLDER
WITH
COUPON

^UNIVERSITY
JEBGOKSTORE
CENTER Of CAMPUS

622-2696

Only
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Karate,
kicks off
season

Program guides students
to educational success
By GiaaRanyoB
Staff writer

For the average college student,
the task of earning a college degree
can be difficult.
But for the academically "underprepared," the financially taxed
and the first-generation collage student, the taak can be overwhelming.
"For two semsstfi I bombed
out," aaid Jill Baker, a 19-year-old
student in the Student Support Services program. "My GPA fell below
a 2.0. If it hadn't bean for the support I got from home and the program, I wouldn't have bean able to
come back. Their support helped me
want to do better."
According to Kate Williams, acting director for the program, some
students lack the study skills, the
social skills or the financial stability to overcome the barriers to earning a college degree. The program
help* these students acquire the
skills aajj the finanicial advising
needed to successfully complete
collage.
Founded in 1974, the program,
formerly caked the Student Special

By U« Beaware

Havs ytn e>rer wisest! you
karataT If you bars, tksra Is an opportunity waiting for you at the
university.
ChoaunCaU. a atyleofTae Kwan
Do, which ia Korean karat*, ia open
to all atudenta.
According to Anthony Lockhart,
president of the Choaun CaU. the
organiratioa waa atartad in 1974 by
Major John Little of the military
science department. Lktle received
hia black bait in Korea.
Lockhart, a sophomore prephannacy major from Pikeville, said
Tae Kwan Do ia a atyle of karate
that usea 80 percent hand technique
and 20 percent feat technique.
The organisation ia sponsored by
the military science department.
The department hsullss all the
mail, ia in charge of withdrawing
funds from the club account and
providea tianapuitationto and from
tournaments. Lockhart said.
According to Lockhart, anyone
can join the dub inrmttng beginnera, bat it doee take time
"No one can come in and be a
black belt in the same day. It take*
a lot of time and you have to work
at it," Lockhart said. "You only get
out of it what you put into it," he
There are six different belts that
one can earn in this style of karate.
The levels consist of white, yellow,
blue, red, brown and black. The
yellow and brown levels have just
been recently added Lockhart said.
According to Lockhart. a beginner starts out with s wht* belt and
in order to obtain a yellow belt, the
individual must know the basks and
prove a certain amountof proficiency when pa fuming those hasirs
Next in tank is the olue belt. To
receive this, the individual must
prove even a higher degree of
proficiency.
According to Lockhart. the red
belt is the next step "Whan a parson has a red belt, they have just
about mastered the basics. Those

Progress photo/CharHe BoMon

Kinley Sims practices his kicking technique.
who have red baits can also begin individuals of Uwcnib compete with
teaching karate," be a ski
others in their same belt das* and
Although there are different those who have usually started in
degrees of the black belt, it is the the martial arts at the same time.
highest belt one can earn. A person
According to Lockhart, there are
must have completely mastered the severs! different competition*, one
of which is the point sparring. 'This
art to obtain it.
"The black belt is the one competition requires a lot more skill
everyone strives for," Lockhart because you have to pull your punch
said. "It's a great honor."
before you hurt your opponent. The
Members of the club go through object ia to attack a vital area such
testing every semester in order to as the nose," said Lockhart.
Another competition ia full conearn a higher bait. After the brown
bait, there ia usually a 90-day tact sparrfctg. "You get to hit a lot
waiting period before trying for the harder because you are trying to do
black belt, Lockhart added
your opponent in," he added. The
According to Lockhart, Cbosun competition ia limited to three
Cats haa never competed as s club rounds and each round ia two
but individuals have.
minutes.
"The reason we have not comOther competitions include forms
peted is her anas all the tournaments competition and weapon forma
are so far away, but we are trying competition.
to get into a few tournaments this
"HBaidss ksaping mem shape and
semester and compete as a club," helping with self-defense, karate has
Lockhart said.
mainly given me a lot more selfWhen competing in a tournament. confidence," Lockhart said.
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By Michael J. Sorg
Staff writer
The football program at the
university has bean greatly enhanced by the efforts of football
Football host asses si* responsible
for aasislinfl with recruiting. They
arrornphah this by helping prospactive high school seniors to become
more aware of what the university
has to offer them.
The host pews take the recruit*
and their gueeta on a tour of the
campus and answer any questions
they may have. Each recruit ia
sesigned s boat ass and a football
player who set as guides throughout
his weekend stay.
The girls are expected to attend
the four home games and accompany recruits during the fall and

winter visiting period*. Most of the
recruiting time is spent during the
months of January and February
because the signing data for players
is in mid-February.
The hostesses spend* maximum
of three hours with the recruits,
from 11:16 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. Any
time spent with the recruits beyond
that ia voluntary.

of different people, like parenta and
players. Coach Kidd speaks to the
them and it's a reward snowing you
aided in recruiting." Stealaosaid,
"It helps communication majors,
looks good on s men me and it introduces them to community
tnemhets.
The hostesses are salsctad by one,
possibly two, interviews conducted
In addition to their required by the program director and the
duties, some hostesses put in extra elected officers. The candidates
time by making banners for games must first fill out an applicaX>
^
and performing other useful tasks tion.
for the football program. The
According to Tanara, there are no
bostesses receive no wages for their real disadvantages to being in the
program due to the relatively small
Charlotte Tanara. the director of amount of time required of the
the football hostess program, said host esses. The only disadvantage
the participants gain a great deal Tanara could think of, was a i
from their experiences with the ble conflict with the 1
bringrecruits. She said. "You meet a lot ing s date to the game.

PRICE
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Learn skydiving from US PA
Certified Parachute Instructors
The cost ol SUOO Includes
ALL TRAINING
• RENTAL OF EQUIPMENT
FIRST JUMP
• CERTIFICATE
An Affiliated Center ol the
United States Parechute Association

COUPON

STUDIO 27 FIRES BACK AT THE ENEMYI
CAUTION : EXPLOSIVES

f WOULDNT YOU REALLY LIKE
TO TRY IT ... AT LEAST ONCE?

nd St.

bean a srarlsrnir tutor for five
ssmest«aBwUajii.whoisonworkstudy, contributes nine hours a
week tutoring students in biology,
math and study skills. "I think it's
s real good program." Bertram said
"Student* should take advantage
of it. It taught ma good study
habits. Now I can relate that to my
student*."
Although there are no records
dorumsnting the program's success.
Williams said rough estimates enow
that since 1974, 46 percent of the
students who have paassd through
the Student Support Services pre
gram have graduated while only 36
percent of the university students
not enroled in the program
graduated. "We retain and graduate
students better than Eastern as s
whole." Williams said.
In addition to providing tutoring
services this fall, the program will
undertake a new project. This
semester the program will work
with the English department
assisting students in the classroom.
Names of students participating in
the program are confidential

Football hostesses help create
positive image for athletes

Skydiving

iBOVA'S f
s
WASHIONS

Service* program, offers academic,
career and personal counseling to
first-year students who score low on
the ACT.
"Our —r^f" is in the classes
that freahmen need like English and
math, particularly math," said
Williams.
'The ides ia to got these students
into Eastern, provide them with
support and help them stay in
school and earn a degree." Williams
added.
The program, which ia s part of
a trio program inclining Upward
Bound and the Talent Search programa, is federally funded.
Williams said the program
employe two types of student
tutors, the peer tutor and the helping tutor. The peer tutor helps the
student adjust to college life while
the helping tutor helps the student
with course work. Tutors may
receive aradsmir credit for their services or they may receive pay
through the university's work-study
program.
Tracey Bertram, a senior biology
major from Cincinnati, Ohio, has

20 % OFF
any purchase
Regular and sals prices

GROUP RATES AVAILABLE
I Jwnpi are ID 00

Location: Bares Richmond (Lackey's)
Airport. 6 miles south of
Richmond. KY off U.S. 25
Ooan: Wad.. Sat. 4 Sun • 10 00 am
till dark Classes start at 10 00 am
Jump same day (weather oermittlng)
60S- iss — Swaa o» a—at or
608-873-4140-Versellles -

All's fair in love and war....

Reebok, Dexter, Levi's, Esprit, Tretorn, many others

JBomb's Away!!

iltMO

C1ASSUATE Of TMI MONTH •"

Ws can't give away our location, but trie enemy will be crushed very
coupon expires Sept. 16,1987
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Captain
D's
a great little seafood place,
1059 Berea Road. Richmond
MONDAY. TUESDAY.
WEDNESDAY

ALL
YOU CAN EAT
lountry Style Dinner
Frencn Fries

Col. Slow

TWO

2 Pc. Fish Dinner

_ — a» ■

French Fries
Cole Slow
2 Hushpuppies

SO 79

e m ca
•J^JsO

-----_-- .CMP THIS COUPON- «■ —■ — «■ — —■ — —

Two tender fish fillets.
natural cut french fries
and 2 southern style hush

FISH & FRIES

$2.00

pu-.pies

Captain
D's
a a reaTllttle sealeaS place
area

E>p»M Sapt 24 IBS7

CLIP

WOMEN

FISH & FRIES

rut your beat look toward
The professionals at

FOR
ONLY

Halnense

N«

take the time to discuss
your hair care needa as well
as offer suggestions for the
subtle change that keeps
you up-txxlate or the dremadc change that gets you
nooocdl

TOOArSMEU
TURN TO US TOR
HAlRSTYLrS
THAT LOOK
OKEATI
■U

THR

|
a

$2,00

You can get a haircut
almost anywhere for SO or
•7. But for a limited dme.
you can get the last* it cut
along with a shampoo and
an expert blow dry/style
from one of our award winning stylists.

We change our
bulbs frequently to
Insure that you
receive the best tan
possible! Please
reel free to check
the hours on our
tanning bulbsl

Sirloin Makes It Better
Fresh Bread and select quality Sirloin make a great combination Milky
American cheese, onions and green peppers. That's the classic Cheese

All this for only
Women

»9
PIC II

pickles, whatever you like. Al
Subway, we make them one at
a time... especially for you.

624-9241

.SUBtDlfW*
Sandwiches & Salads
200 South 2nd St.

I
I

lOStlafaoSctH. * .itmotd
Expires Sapt «*, IDS?

TUB

FISH & FRIES
ONLY
$2.00
•*•« aw -"ft m oeat ami m a»i.»
lOMSwrMSaod ■-hmn'.d
Eapirai Sapt 24, 19S7

las aa aajw as SB as as as

.CUP THIS

! FISH & FRIES
! ONLY $2.00
I

Captain D's

••! -* *i *«■ aXSa Sacoaa

'■saaaBSBSBSBaBsaaB CUP

HaiM^mato a»cW m SraM
IOM ••■•<■ load SKhmond
Expires Sapt 24. 19S7

- sBaBaBsassaBSBSB
Two tender fish fillets,
natural cut french fries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies

COUPON

a greaTllttle seal seel place
COUPON- B»a»B»aaaaie»B«B«e^
Two tender fish fillets,
natural cut french tries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies

Captain D's
a I reaTllttle scaleeS atace
• COUPON ■■BWesTtB eaTeai - - I
Two tender fish fillets.

\ natural cut french fries
and 2 southern style hush
puppies

Captain D's

a f reaTllttle Males* place
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Arts/ Entertainment
Drive-in hosts
Band performs
outdoor party
at theme park
By Jennifer Feldman
Art* editor

The Buccaneer Drive-in was the
site of what Joe "Piscapo" Davis,
26, calls a "great alternative to
Richmond's downtown scene."
At the drive-in. located on U.S.25
north of Richmond, last Thursday
night, the "Walk the Moon" concert
took place, featuring an outdoor
concert by the Knoxville, Term
band Unite. «
Davis said another concert is
planned for October.
The name of Thursday night's
performance had no special meaning. He said he just happened to see
it in a magazine advertisement and
the name stuck with him.
Davis, a senior majoring in
history, said his reasoning for staging such a concert was simple. "I
just got tred of going downtown
and it being the same dd stuff - only hearing heavy metal bands."
"I don't think your average college student is into heavy metal,"
he said. "You pay a couple of dollars
to get into a bar and then you bear
a DJ I decided to bring some quality college bands to Eastern," he
said.
Davis has had plenty of experience in the music industry. Two
years ago, he left the university and
started a musk company. Third
Coast Entertainment, n Nashville,
Tend, that booked bands at colleges.
Davis said his affiliation with different musical groups gives him an
advantage when selecting bands to
play.
"I can get better bands than
anybody else on this level can get,''
be said, referring to the different
levels a band is categorized in according to the size of audience it
attracts.
According to Davis, Unite is one
of the top five bands that plays colleges and nightclubs reauleriy in the
south. The band recently released
its first album. "CastingShadows."

He said he picked the Buccaneer
Drive-in because it was "ideal, out
of the way so we wouldn't bother
anybody." Also, the Buccaneer is
located outside of Richmond city
limits.
"Whoever controls the drinking in
Richmond also controls the dancing,
so theoretically you can't dance in
Richmond after 12 o'cock," Davis
said.
Davis said be wanted the event to
be considered a big party. Alcohol
was permitted, but none was sold at
the drive-in.
"We dont encourage people to
bring in coders (of alcohol), but we
allow them to," he said
Davis said he did not expect any
problems due to the relaxed alcohol
restrictions. " Drinking ^hould not
be a problem. Everyone's pretty
much responsible. Besides, I really
don't think it was that type of
crowd."
The event was not surveyed by
the police, but what Davis called
"big men" watched for trouble.
"Any trouble and they're out of
here," he said. Later he added the
event had "not even the least bit of
trouble."
To curb the possibility of drinking
and driving, chartered buses were
provided, free, to pick up students
and return them to campus after the
concert.
Davis said a man was also stationed at the exit gate, checking every
driver to see if he was sober enough
to drive, and if not, to suggest the
bus service.
He said while he could enforce
that to a degree, he could not "force
someone to get out of their own
car."
For the "Walk the Moon" concert.
Davis said he spent about $2,700.
Tickets were $6 each; he said he
needed about 550 people to attend
the event for him to break even.
He said between 350 and 400 people attended the concert. Still, he
said be wil go through with plans
for the October conceit.
The second concert is scheduled
for Oct. 1, again at the Buccaneer
Drive-in. Cool Ray, a Chicago-based
band, will perform.

By Easabeth Loathan
Staff writer

_A
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Students enjoy the Walk the Moon concert.
According to Davis, Cool Ray has
been on the cover of "Performance"
magazine, has appeared on commercials for Miler Genuine Draft and
has opened for singer Bruce Hornsby on tours
He said he hopes to have more
publicity for the October concert, including T-shirts with the concert's
title, which has yet to be determined, on sale.
Davis said he mostly appealed to
fraternities and sororities to promote this first concert He said,
"The unity is strong. If one Greek
goes, a couple of Greeks go. I need
that unity. '
Davis stressed, however, he did
not want to appear to be catering to
Greeks, but to the whde campus as
well as to the community.
"It's a great alternative," Davis
said. "There are great bands and
people having great fun, but controlled fun, controlled by the
students. I'd come every week."

The Place For Ribs & More!

CAPT N. JOHN'S
TAVERN
AT

•

THE Besf Hickory-Smoked Boby Back Ribs
(Tuesday is Rib Night Half Slab Dinner $4 99;

^

Many students share Davis' view.
Martha Moran. a senior speech communications major, said, "It was
the most fun I' ve had all semester.
Mike Mangeot, a 20-year-old
advertising and finance major, said
he liked the event because the
atomospherewas relaxed and it was
less crowded than going to a
downtown nightclub.
But for Mangeot, who did not
think the $5 ticket price was too
high, the bus service waa one of the
main reasons he would attend
another concert.
"You'd pay $1.25 to get into a bar
downtown, and that's not even
assuring you a safe ride home," he
said.
Buddy Bennett, a 21-year-old
marketing major, agreed.
"Let's face it, college lads are going to drink wherever they go. This
is better than having them driving
home on some winding road after
they've had a few beers," he said.

The atmosphere this summer at
the new Kentucky Kingdom theme
park in Louisville, was that of a
large family.
Members of that famly included
six' university students who performed in a dixieland band.
Tom Mueller, a music merchandising major from Fort Mitchell,
laughed as he spoke of what good
fun and experience he had performing at the park "We really felt good
about getting the job because a lot
of people tried out." said Mueller.
The six musicians read about the
jobs in an advertisement posted on
campus. "When we saw that they
were looking for musicians, we called to aak V they would like to hear
a dixieland band," said Scott
Tomalison Tomalison is a senior
music education major from
Somerset.
None of the six members knew the
exact number of people who auditioned for positions at the theme
park, but Tomalison estimated
about 1,000 people tried out; he said
50 people were chosen.
The audition is well remembered
by the musicians. "We wore our
band njjsjsjla to the audition
because we Bad to go straight to a
football game afterwards. It was a
pretty hectic day," said Mueller.
The six musicians received news
last January that they had been
hired. "There were about six other
EKU students who were hired by
the park. Moat of them were
singers," said Tomalison.
"After we were hired we met with
a choreographer who gave us the
basic ideas to create a 30 minute
show," said Tomalison. "We came
up with about 10 choreographed
tunes during the two weeks prior to
the opening of the park After the
first few, we got the hang of it and
it got easier," Tomalison said.
"The type of music we played is
a mixture of jazz and be-bop, which
is what dixieland is," said Mueller.

Tomalison said it was one his bast
summers. "I wouldn't trade the
friends I mads or the musical experience for the world," said
Tomalison.
Mueller and Tomalison are the only seniors of the six-man band.
The other four members are Jeff
Byrd. a computer science major
from Erlanger; Greg Robinson, a
music education major from Morrow Ohio; Chris Reineke, a music
merchandising major from Hebron;
and Neil Jackson, s music education
major from Paris.
Jackson, a sophomore, was not an
original member of the band. "Scott
Reese, who plays trombone, waa
originally wxh the band, but he had
to take over a band on short notice,"
said Jackson.
"I'm first seat trombone, so they
asked me to take his place. The rest
of the band taught me the show on
really short notice. It was well
worth it. We wan like a family,"
Jackson said.
Not only waa the job a good experience, but it paid well. "Kentucky Kingdom paid better money
for musicians than any other amusement park in the area," said
Mueller.
"We lived really close to the park
in an apartment. It worked out well
because we wars able to get shortterm leases," said Mueller.
"It can't help but be good experience. We made a lot of friends
and played some good music It will
look good on s resume and will help
teaching-wise," said Tomalison.
"Places like Kentucky Kingdom
provide good summer jobs that give
a lot of experience. I would definitely recommend it to anyone,"
Tomalison said.
Kentucky Kingdom encouraged
the band to audition again next
summer. "I don't know what I will
be doing next summer after graduation. There is s possibility I could
go back," said Mueller.

TlieeaZypc™
If s almost as easy
as turning on your TV

\y

• Appetizers, Sandwiches & Burger*
• 12.95 Lunch Special Daily 11-3
(Homemade Soups. Sandwich or Salad & Beverage)

135 East Main, Downtown
Tues-Sat. 11A - 12P

•

Happy Hours Daily 3-7 - Free Munchiei

•

TGIF Office Parly Every Friday
(Complimentary Bullet and Drink Specials 57)

•

Live Jazz Guitarist Every Friday & Saturday

— Never A Cover Charge —

BONANZA

act

EASTERN BY-PASS • RICHMOND • 623-8569
.■»*-■"

Friday.
Saturday t
Sunday Only.

- v~

$4.99

C

Vi lb. T-Bone
Vi dozen shrimp
Includes choice of
baked potato or
french fries
and bread

Zenith Data Systems introduces the eaZy pc'"
.. now available at great student prices!
You want easy to operate? You've got it! Because
with the eaZy pc'", all you have to do is plug the
system in... just like a TV. Once you turn it on, it
tells you exactly what to do, in plain English thanks to Microsoft's* MS-DOS Manager.
You'll be up and running within minutes after
opening the box. So you can do your homework.
Term papers. Research. And more. All with an
ease you've never before experienced.
Your coursework is difficult enough. So don't
hassle yourself with a complicated PC. Turn on to
the eaZy pc'" from Zenith Data Systems today!
PLUS - the eaZy pc " offers you all this...
• A 14" monochrome monitor attached to a tilt
swivel base.
• PC-compatibility... runs virtually all important
MS-DOS software.
512K RAM... more than enough to handle your
coursework.

ISpOco P"C«lfJ 0*t«> aOoO O" i ©n po'C«»M
ltwwy/>"*'Comt»imiMB»>oiiD»iliiilii«i
■ "•o*» ** «•* tor (w own «■ No otto, •»
|cownm ■«•*« PTOM luciti to charts oafvMI

Compact, high-capacity 3Va" 720K disk drives.
A complete personal computer system at a
great price... so it's easy on your budget, too!
MZypC

MMM «o»py Ortv*
Our Pnc« Only

Du« Floppy Drtv.
Our Pnc«On*y

«•«. jots HSTDW*
Out Prlo» Orty

Make It easy on youraelf with the eaZy pc
Find out more below:

data
systems
THE OUAUTY006SIN BEFORE THE HUME (JOESON"
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Festival
features
Africa

Video rental reveals
hidden personalities

By Jennifer Feldman
Art* editor
For the next two weeks, African
culture and lifestyles will saturate
the campus as the annual Culture
Festival kicks off, focusing on
Africa.
While the events are open to the
community, the festival was crested
with the student in sJeBfl
"As a university, we want our
students to look beyond their own
culture," Neil Wright, a professor in
the Department of Humanities and
a coordinator of the festival, said.
Hs added the festival focused on s
variety of African topics including
concerns, problems, art, culture and
history.
"The more they know about the
world they live in the better
prepared they are for the future,"
Wright said.
The event also "serves as a basis
of awareness for our faternational
students," Wright said. He also said
the international students are a
smell but growing group on campus.
Currently, there are 24 African
students attending the university.
Since the annual festival began
eight yean ago, its ■Mention has
generally been low-key. According
to Wright, most of the attendants
of the event have been faculty. To
stimulate student interest, the
festival is divided into two parts
The first part, from Sept. 14 Sept. 18, is the film festival. Films
such as "Ot* of Africa," "The Gods
Must Be Cracy" and "Lawrence of
Arabia" highlight this part of the
festival The films will be shown at
3:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. in ftbom 106
of the Crabbe Library. These films
are free and open to the public A
schedule of which shows are playing
at those times is available in Room
108.
Wright said the films are purchased with funds from the Office of International Education and will
become a permanent part of the
library, thus adding to the learning
resources available to students even
after the culture festival has ended
The second part, from Sept. 21 .Sept. 26, is culture week. Speakers
who are specialists in particular
areas of African lifestyles comprise
this part.
The topics will cover a wide range
of areas. One guest speaker. Said
Samatar, a former university faculty member and now a specialist in
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"They're a spectacular group African history st Rutgers University, will raise the question, "Africa authentic Africans from Africa,"
- -Is the Garden of Eden ir. Decay?" Wright said
In her dscussion, Ssmstsr will
ask how any lesders can emerge
from Africa's poverty and famine.
Another speaker wil be Necia
Hark less, a retired professor of
education from Georgetown College
who has traveled "extensively
through Africa." Harkleas will
speak on Medieval Christian art of
Northern Africa.
The highlight of the Culture
Festival is the food tasting event,
African cuisine. The cuisine is
prepared from recipes donated by
African students and faculty.
"The food really is delicious,"
.V right said
Among other dishes, the African
nenu features: coconut rice, a
Vigerian dish with rice, chicken and
ieef in a sauce made with coconut

In the pest the food tasting event
was held in Brock Auditorium, but
this year it win be held in the Ravine
end coupled with entertainment.
"You can make an afternoon of it
on Thursday, eat and ass a show for
S3." Wright said
Five hundred tickets are available
beginning Sept. 14 in the Office of
Minority Affairs in the Powell
Building and the Office of International Education in the Keith
Building.
Wright stressed the students are
welcome end encouraged to attend
the event, saying, "We really want
to get the point across that this is
not just something for the faculty.
We want the sudents involved as
much aa possible."

milk; fruit punch with melon balls;
vegetable Ashes from Nigeria and
Cameroon; and krakehnge, a South
African cookie.

In addition to these activities,
other means will be taken to completely saturate the campus with
African culture and art.
Giles Gallery will feature an exhibit titled "Africa: Objects of Art"
from Sept. 21 - Oct. 16.

Tickets sat S3 each, up from tl
each in the past when faculty
members and volunteers prepared
the food This year, the food will be
catered.

Also, a collection of African artif acts will be shown in the display
cases of the Crabbe library, the
Keen Johnson Buikung and the
Perkins Buudina.

The event will be held at 3:30 p.m.
on Thursday, Sept 24 in the Ravine.
At 4:00 am. an African music and
dance group will perform in the
amphitheater.

Fantasy time.
All right out there, let's keep it
clean. You're not really looking for
cheap thrills. What you want to
know is what makes other people
tick, don't you?
You went to see exactly what
they can take and what reduces
them to tears.
Forget Freud Forget Pavlov. For
the next 16 inches, you are the
ultimate in psychological spying.
You are now s video rental clerk.
Just think of the wealth of information you now possess. You see
the side of young American hearts
no one else does. The taU, lanky kid
with the pocket protector - Joe
Calculus. You think he's going to
ask if the new Trig and You'video
is in, when he strolh up to the
counter with "Nymphs with No
Pants" tucked inconspicuously bet
ween the pages of Chess magazine.
What do you do? Do you laugh
out loud? Do you suggest he's made
a mistake? Do you refuse such trash
to leave the store?
Nol Remember, this is a fantasy
and you am now a professional. You
handle the transaction with the utmost class and finesse Yon theorize
he's probably conducting experiments on the effects of loud
screaming on certain plant life.
You take all the needed information, making a mental note never to
allow your aster to date this guy.

Tuned in

Jennifer
Feldman
ana teil him you hope he comes back
soon.
You sure had him pegged. But
what about the six-f ooteleven-inch.
310-pound freak of nature who barely clears the door? You're about to
tell him "Greet Momenta in Fatal
Footbal " is already out. But wait.
He peases by the Blood and Mud
section on his wsy to Pee Wee
Viewer isle.
Trying to appear macho, he treads
up to the counter and produces
"Bsmbi."
"For my kid," he explains.
"Probably illegitimate," you offer.
"Uh, yeah." Exit the Hulk.
You're doing great. Just like a
true spy, you make your observations but keep a low profile.
There's the bell, sjgnslng another
customer.
He's an ntereeting one, in his
army-green fatigues and razor-burn
haircut.

Center Board to present
its coming attractions
Progress stair report
grill. Admission is free.
Center Board has scheduled
According to Dean of Student
several events for the upcoming
Services. Slap Daugherty. Electric
week. Sept. 10 - Sept. 16.
The Graf Brothers, an acoustic- Zoot Suit has played the Improv
guitar-and "p^g duo, will perform nightclub in Los Angeles aa well as
at 7:30 p.m tonight in the Gifford numerous college campuses.
Theater. Admission u free, and
there is limited seating available
Looking ahsad, the CincinRichard Harrow wil speak on nati/New Orleans City Ballet will
"Violence ■> Sports" at7:30 p.m. on
Sept. 15 in Brock Auditorium. Ad- perform at the university at 7:30
p.m. on Sept. 22 in Brock
mission is free.
Auditorium.
Electrik Zoot Suit, s two-man
comedy team will perform at 9:00
pre. on Sept. 16 in the university

A fully professional company of
34 dancers, the Cincinnati Ballet is
recognized as one of America's
leading ballet companies. In 1983,
the company entered into a joint
ownership with the New Orleans City Ballet
The joint company's repertoire includes claaicsl, romantic and contemporary ballets. It has pefonned
such ballad* aa "Lee Sylphides." "
Pas de Dix," " Nutcracker."
"Aurora's Wedding" and "Romeo
end* Juliet."

O'RILEY'S PUB

kinkes

There's Something
Special Every
Night At
O'Rile/s Pub!!!

"RESUME"""

Student Discount Card

He's sporting s quaint little scar
on on his left cheek. He's got "Kill
or Be Killed" tattooed on hie upper
arm. You doubt he has smother. Aa
you're about to suggest "The Joy of
Torture." he throws "Lovs
Paradise" on the counter.
"I hear there's a great scene in
there where the hero has to trek
through the jungle and singlehandedly defeat a lost trfce of eight
foot warriors using only his Bic
lighter and ingemail file to rescue
the women he loves. I bet that
strategy could come in handy," you
say.
No response.
Oh, and look now. Another
customer. It's a little girl in braids.
Her name is probably Annie or
PoUyAnns or something. Good
thing "Snow White" is on the shelf.
Children just don't understand
when their fsvorite cartoon is being
rsnted by someone else.
But what's thia the Ittle girl has
tucked under bar arm? "Faces of
Death?" Obviously she thinks it's
a guide to clever and authentic
Halloween masks She's probably in
some contest at school.
Oh. those crazy kids; they'll use
any means to give them the edge,
won't they?
Oops! Our 16 inches are just
about up. We've bad fun in our little fantasy though, haven't we?
Sometimes looks can be deceiving.
See you next week in "Tuned In."

PACKAGE

MONDAY

COMEDY CARAVAN
Nation* Touring Comedana; Show Siaru at 9 p.m

1 Page Resume Typeset
• 25 Cop ies onto Resume Stock i

TUESDAY
• 25 Matching Blank Sheets

DOUBLE FUN TUESDAY
Doubts Drinks. Double Cent For The Prios of One!

(for cover letters)

LADIES NIGHT

WEDNESDAY

• 25 Matching Envelopes

No Cover, Happy Hour All NtgM

THE ENTIRE PACKAGE FOR

$

THURSDAY

95

19

THREE PIECE CHICKEN DINNER
$2-/5 Limit 4
3 pieces of golden brown chicken, mixed,
your choice of 2 individual servings of
our delicious country vegetables and salads
and 1 homemade buttermilk .biscuit.

j/'

FRIDAY

mat HO taw
TW.A, Satw-Til
Fries*)

Untveratty Shopping. Center
Eastern By Pass, Richmond
(606) 624-0237

THIRSTY THURSDAY
The Original. Don't Bs Fooled By Imitators
98* Tropical Drinksl

SATURDAY NIGHT

99 Night With Willy Walker
Ftchmontfs Hock-nfloll AMsrnatlvel

SILVER BULLET NIGHT
75* Silvsr Bullets All Night!

.

4*

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS

THREE PIECE CHICKEN DINNER

NEED EXTRA INCOME?...
YOU CAN EARN UP TO $87.00 MONTHLY
DONATING PLASMA!

Not valid with any otner offer or discount.

$2.75 Limit 4 ,
3 pieces of golden brown chicken, mixed,
your choice of 2 individual servings of
our delicious country vegetables and salads
and 1 homemade buttermilk biscuit.

If you are a new donor, or if it has been 3 months or longer
since your last donation here, bring this ad and receive a
$10.00 bonus! Please, only one (1) ad per donor.

Not valid with any otner offer or discount

for more information, call

THREE PIECE CHICKEN DINNER

$2.75

Not valid with any afner offer or discount

RICHMOND PLASMA
CENTER

624-9814

Limit 4

3 pieces of golden brown chicken, mixed,
your choice of 2 individual servings of
our delicious country vegetables and salads
and 1 homemade bwtermilk biscuit.

125 S Third St
.J&*

OFFER EXPIRES 10 31-87

■>
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Sports
Spikers split
games at UK
practice Saturday morning because
the girls were "really disappointed
with the way they had played"
The Colonels ran their winning
streak to 48 games against Ohio
Valley Conference schools against
Morehead s Lady Eagles, who had
been defeated by the University of
Louisville the night before.
rJ Led by freshman Sue Antkowiack
behind the service line, and seniors
Deb Winlder and Granger at the
net, the Colonels evened their record
at 1-1 in handing Morehead a 15-9,
16-14. 15-10 loss.
After a good start in the first
game of the match, Morehead
jumped out to an 11-4 advantage in
the second 0une only to lose nine of
the next 10 points. With the score
14-14, Winlder put her team up one
point with a cross-court kill. A
Morehead error following the next
service gave the Colonels a come
from-behind win, something they
did again n the third game.
Trailing 9-3, after a Polvino timeout, the Colonels went on to take 10
of the next 11 points and breeze to
victory.
The jump serve of Antkowiak led
her to six service aces in only her second collegiate volleyball game.
"Once I got one in, I started feeling the rhythm," said Antkowiak.
Being one of only a few girls on her
team who uses a jump serve, she

By Brent Rimer
Sports editor
LEXINGTON -Following a
three-set loss at the hands of the
University of Kentucky Friday
night, the university volleyball team
came back Saturday afternoon to
defeat Morehead State University
in three-sets in the consolation
match at the Kentucky Kick-off
Klassic.
In the Colonels' first test of the
season, the UK Wildcats sought to
improve on their No. 18 national
ranking by winning 15-5, 15-3, 15-0.
The taller Wildcats, playing on
their home floor, had twice as many
kills, 30-15, than their opponents
and were successful on nearly half
of their spike attempts.
Senior Mary Granger led the Colonels around the net with four of
nine successful kills and four digs on
defense.
"They showed us how bad we can
really be," university Coach Geri
Pol vino. "Our transition offense
broke down really big time."
However, 11 different Colonels
saw action in the game.
"Our reserves came in very
strong," said Pol vino. She added
that the team would improve after
that loss, and they did.
To make sure they didn't repeat
Friday's performance, Pol vino said
her team decided to hold an 8:30

Colonels face
UTC Saturday
By Brant Kisser
Sports editor
Unlike last year's season opener
against the University of
Tennessee Chattanooga, university
football Coach Roy Kidd said be expects his Colonels to run into s
tough contsst with the Moccasins
on their hona turf this tine around.
"We caught them after the
Auburn gams last year," said Kidd,
referring to Chattanooga's first
1986 opponent. "They came in here
a little flat"
The Colonels flattened Chattanooga this time last fall 23-3, as
the Moccasins could only manage
three yards rushing, and the Colonel
defense, minus Fred Harvey and
John Klingd, looks much like it did
then.
According to Kidd and assistant
coach Jack Ison, the Moccasins
have definitely improved offensive
fy with eight starters returning from
last year s offensive unit.
Ison said be isn't sure what kind
Progress photo/Brant Risnor of offense his defense will face
because they will start a new
Patty Kantz, left, sets for Nancy Borkowski.
quarterback. Brad Patterson.
"Last year, I felt they would pass
said it is something she has ex- us a lot," said assistant coach
quite a bit," Ison said. "This
perimented with since her Stuart 8herm—i
quarterback is batter at the playsophomore year of high school, but
"Kentucky showed us a lot of action pass."
had only been practicing it for two
power." Sherman continued. "They
In his four starts a year ago, Patand a half weeks.
(the Colonels) just don't like losing terson led Us team to two wins in
"That jump serve is going to help to conference schools."
four tries.

Chattanooga, a Southern Conference team that finished the 1986
campaign with a 4-7 mark, lost its
leading runner, David Williams, to
graduation, but still return two
other capable backs. Andrs
Lockhart and Daryl Stieetar combined for 760 yards on the ground
last year in reserve roles.
Like the Colonels, the Mocs were
hurt by graduation on defense but
should stil field a hard-hitting
group led by linebackers Willie
Greenwsy and Zach Ervin.
Oddly enough, Chattanooga's offensive and defensive lines are comparable in size and weight.
And Ison anticipates a war in the
trenches.
"They've always been a vary
physical football team," he said.
Ison said the main thing that
could lead to the Colonels'downfall
is the lack of leadership after
mistakes are made.
"You never know how a group of
players is going to respond until
they're out there," Ison said.
Tickets for the gams are still
available at the Athletic Ticket Of'
fice in Alumni Coliseum. The team
will be stayfog at the Ramada Inn
located at 2000 E. 23rd St. Fans
may caO 616-622-8353 for
reservations.
A special event rate will be offered
to university fans staying there.

Cross country teams winners at Marshall
By Brent Risner
Sports editor
Just aa men and women are different, so are the two university
cross country teams as anew season
has just gotten underway.
The women's team, five-time
defending Ohio Valley Conference
champions, has tremendous talent,
but perhaps not enough of it according to cross-country Coach "Rick
Erdmann.
"We have no depth" Erdmann
said. "We have some young kids
that have to get involved for us to
have some success."
Junior Allison Kotouch and senior
Chris Snow return to a team that
lost Marilyn Johnson and track AilAmerican Pam Raglin to gradua-

tion. Two sophomores from
Virginia, Tama Clare and Lisa
Mulloy, are also somewhat experienced runners Erdmann said he
expects wil contribute
kotouch, an academic AilAmerican last year, and Snow both
won the OVC individual title as
freshman. Raglin won it last year.
Kotouch said everyone returning
from last year's squad has improved since then.
"We have four proven runners,"
she said. "We're kind of in s search
for a fifth runner."
Snow, who has been fighting s
stress fracture in her right leg,
agrees with Erdmann s outlook.
"We have a lot of young, inexperienced runners who will improve

aa the year goes along," Snow said Erdmana said these at Mat as ware
"We need that fifth runner."
"three of my top five runners."
Due to a case of the mumps be
Senior Monick Wampler, junior
developed
mat weak and other
Pam Marshall, sophomore Mary
Mobley, and freshmen Trine Daven- reasons, sophomore Tim Moore has
port and Kim Fields are five withdrawn horn the university. Erdreserves Erdmann hopes be can mann said he thought Moore would
count on to round out s strong have been one of his bast runners.
Fifth-year seniors Bon Wofford
group.
On the men's aide, Erdmann said and Jeff Mudrak, seniors Rick
he looks st a team with excellent Weaver and Bobby Carolin and
depth from top to bottom, but with juniors Rick Reassr and Bill Hoffman should all make vital contribuno outstanckng perfc
tions to the men's team that finish
Lost off last year's squad are Dsr- ed third hi Iks conference last year.
rin Kinder to graduation, Orssie
In both tarn's first fnmpetltion
Bumpus, who left the university of the year, the University of Marafter his junior year, and Jim shall Invitational, each team took
Vandenburg, who is academically first place honors
ineligible to participate this i
Snow led everyone to the finish

Yearbook Portraits

is seeking staff writers
and staff photographers for
this semester. Appllcstions
aro available st 117 Donovan
Annex. Phone 622-1862
for more Information.

The 1988 MILESTONE

line in a time of 16:46 over a 3.1-mile
course which Erdmann said nearly
caused disaster for Snow.
"She took a wrong turn," Erdmann said "If the Marshall girls
hadn't folbwed her she would have
been disqualified
Allison Kotouch cams in third
with s time of 17:02. Clare finished
in eighth position and Mulloy came
in ninth. Fields and Mobsriy made
the top 20, flushing 17th and 19th
respectiveh'.
The woman won team honors,
beating Marshall by three points.
In the man's race, the Colonels

had seven runners in the top 20 led
by Peter Mundin, from Ruhr, West
Germany, who finished sixth overall
in a time of 26:27 on a 4.8 mile
course.
Mundin said cross country in his
native Germany was not like it is in
America.
Vv
"I've never run such long crosscountry races," he said "I usually
only run two miles."
*"
On Sept 19, the man's team
travels to Lexington and the women
go to Bowling Green for invitational
competitions.

Our three-year and
two-year scholarships won't
make college easier.
•Just easier to pay for.
Even if you didn't start college on a scholarship, you
could finish on one. Army ROTC Scholarships
Sy for full tuition and allowances for educational
sand textbooks. Along with up to $1,000
a year. Get all the facts. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

Aug. 31-Sept 18
Powel Building, Room F

Captain Kenneth Duncan
Phone 622-1215
ARMY RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS
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Whatever the assignment Pilot has the formula
for writing comfort and precision.
Psof s Better Ball Point Pen, in medium and fine points,
lets you breeze through long note-takjr« sessions. In fact
ws'v* rode writer's fatigue a thing of the past' This crystal barreled
veteran of the campus has a ribbed finger grip for continuous comfort
and is perfectly balanced for effortless writilg. Best of all. youTI never
throw it out because it's refillable
The perfect teammate to the Better
Point Pen is Pilot's
Pencilier 0.5mm mechanical pencil,
a continuous lead feed
system and a cushion tip that helps i
the frustration of lead
breakage. The Pencilier's jumbo
the job cleanly while
the ribbed grip offers the same
the Better Ball Point Pen.
Pick up the Pilot Team at your campus
bookstore today. The Better Ball '
Point Pan and The PenoJier.
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Hockey
season
begins

Television provoking
'agitation' in athletics

/
By Brent Rlaner
V_^
Sporta editw
Team defense and getting injured
players bed* into action ere the keys
to a successful season in 1987 for
the university field hockey team according to first-year coach Linda
Sharpless.
"We lack depth on defense," said
Sharpless. "We have enough solid
attack players."
One player who was a big factor
in last year's 11-4-2 season has missed valuable pre-seaaon practice
time. Junior Jill Pearce, who was in
goal during six of the team's
shutout victories last season, has
juat started playing again after
recovering from oral surgery.
"She's far from 100 percent
because she hasn't had enough work
yet," said Sharpless.
"I'll turn more (shutouts) this Field hockey team does
year, but I'm not used to my defensive support for Pearce.
defense yet," said Pearce, who is the
Heather Shockey and D.D. Carley
team's only experienced goalie. She will be relied on to control the play
said she expected to be back at full in the center of the field.
strength in a couple of weeks, which
"They ghe us good balance betmay be in time for the team's opener ween offense and defense," said
against Radford University
on Sharpless. "I would like to see our
Sept. lft
midfielders and backs heap out more
Losing Robin Blair, Maria Ver- on our attacks."
tone and Carol Van Winkle, who
On the offensive end of things,
were all maiistays on defense last juniors Karen Tatum, Cheri Hoff
season, Sharpless plans to do some and Tammy Vrooman along with
maneuvering to help Pearce around Kim Armstrong plan to spend most
the goal
of the time in the attacking
Kelly Kiernan, who was an at- positions.
tacker for the Colonels as a
Kris Ohler, only one of two
freshman, will play left halfback un freshmen on the team, can also extil senior Sue Gladding can return pect to see some action
"Kris may contribute in midfollowing her surgery over the
season," said Sharpless. "She has
summer.
done a real good job at adjusting to
Gladding said she would return to college hockey."
practice this weak but didn't know
The Colonels, members of the
how much she would be able to play Midwest Independents, can expect
once the season got underway.
stiff opposition from other conJunior Pam Haley and senior Kel- ference schools on their schedule
ly Finley at center and right such as Southern Illinois Universihalfbacks along with jiaiior sweeper ty, Southwest Missouri State
Julie Potter will provide further University and St. Louis Universi-

Progress photo/Mike Morris

drills at Hood Field
ty, according to Sharpless.
"A lot of our tougher opponents
are later n the season," said
Sharpless. She added this fact may
benefit her team by allowing those
with injuries to be ready by that
time.
'\,
"I would expect us to have a winning season," Sharpless said. "I
think we can only get better because
of all the pre-seaaon injuries."
see

The Colonels got their first taste
of a full-fidd scrimmage as they
defeated the Bluegraas Club 4-2
Sunday afternoon at Hood Field.
With the score tied 1-1 at
halftime. the Colonels, led by
Shockey s two goals, took their first
victory. Hoff and Tatum each added one goal
Due to a leg injury to Finley early in the first half, Vrooman was
moved to halfback and "adjusted
real well," according to Sharpless.
"It was a good first effort," she
said. "We have to work a little
harder at noadfiald."

Sports violence topic of film
Progress staff report
Attorney Richard Harrow, chairman of the American Bar Association Task Force on Sports Violence,
will be bringing his campaign to the
university.
For the last five years, Horrow
has traveled around the country
bringing his message to faculty and
students concerning the growing
number of ktcidents of violence in
sports.
The film Violence in Sports" will

be shown and Horrow will lead a
discussion afterward.
This event is brought to the
university by Centerboard and will
take place Sept. 16 at 7:30 p.m. in
Brock Auditorium.
Horrow has taken his campaign
to over 100 colleges across the coun
try and Canada.
Steve Pyle, chairman of Centerboard saw Horrow speak at the
University of Louisville and said,
"Sports violence is something that

is controversial and is something a
lot of people like to talk about."
Pyle added he thought Horrow
was well educated on the subject
and had some good fikn clips.

By Brent Rianer
Sports editor
As the cost of maintaining quality athletic programs go higher and
higher, additional aources of
revenue must be found to prevent
curtailing or the elimination of certain intercolegiate sports.
Many schools have turned to the
mass media, particularly television,
as a way of beefing up their profits,
and according to university Athletic
Director Donald Combs, television
is becoming a "source of agitation"
the NCAA is dealing with.
A league of college football programs, caled the Collegiate Football Association, was formed in the
late 1970s to help member institutions negotiate television contracts
with the major networks.
While about 70 percent of the major football schools are currently a
part of the CFA, Combs says these
are the schools making a profit out
of football and are reluctant to approve
NCAA
cost-cutting
legislation.
"The CFA is doing some containment, but making money is their
bottom line," Combs said.
"If making money is the reason of
having athletics at Eastern Kentucky University, we need to get
out," said Combs. "Where the bottom line is making money, you find
cheating."
Combs said the conflict within the
NCAA concerns satisfying the
needs of the student-athletes.
"The NCAA is saying 'We need
to control the outside farces on our
students,' " said Combs.
University President Dr. H. H an
ly Funderburk. who was once president at Auburn University, s highly
visible school on many networks'
Saturday afternoon football
schedules, said be sees changes
ahead, especially for football
"It's conceivable you could see a
shakeup of the major conferences as
they compete for the television
dollar," said Funderburk.
He said if the schools of the Big
Ten Conference joined the CFA, it

This is the second part in a
series concerning NCAA rules
and prominent issues affecting
collegiate athletics today.
would "tip the scales s little bit
more" toward a breakup.
"I would aspect certain regions to
start to sign television contracts,"
he said.
Funderburk said he does not anticipate the same kinds of problems
regarding college basketball.
In last year's NCAA basketball
tournament, 64 schools received
automatic or at-large bids to have
a chance at winning the championship. This included one Ohio Valley
Conference school that received an
automatic bid by winning the conference tournament championship.
"That (opportunity) keeps us interested in what goes on in the nation," said Funderburk, adding that
"the wealth is distributed better" in
basketball.
The 1986 NCAA National Basketball Championship played in Lexington produced another story
besides the upset of Georgetown
University by the University of
Villanova.
Villanova guard Gary McLain admitted to playing under the influence of drugs. This, along with
the drug-related death of the
University of Maryland's basketball
phenomenon, Len Biss, induced the
NCAA to institute mandatory drug
testing last fall to players after they
participated in postseason games.
Sanctions, or penalties, could be
levied against schools that had
players who tested positive for certain controled substances.
The university football team
underwent drug screening after the
games it played in the Division IAA playoffs last year.

Since only a few athletes have
tested positive thus far, mainly for
steroid use. Combs said this is
grounds for suspicion of drug
testing procedures.
"I personally believe before you
get a bid you should be drug tested
by the NCAA." he said "I would be
interested to know what the
tolerance level is set at."
Ultimately, university presidents
and athletic directors must settle on
a drug policy, something that won't
be easy.
"I don't think communication has
existed on the level it needs to exist," said Funderburk.
At the convention, he said
presidents tended to talk with other
presidents instead of athletic
directors.
"Presidents don't want to show
favoritism to athletics," Combs
said.
Combs stressed many people
believe a school already in the
NCAA must remain loyal to it.
"The NCAA is a voluntary
organization and we don't have to
be a member," he said
Funderburk agreed but said,
"You can't function very well
without it"
"Manicures
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Pyle said Horrow would discuss
the legal implications kivolved with
violent behavior in sports.
"It is something that universities
need to be aware of." said Dr.
Hayward M "Skip" Deugherty,
dean of student services.

new balance'

NCAA

In the past month, the University of Stanford got a temporary
restraining order prohibiting the
NCAA from requiring the school to
collect consent forms for mandatory
drug testing. The order also
demands the association to account
for the constitutionality of drug
testing.
"Drug testing will be ruled not an
invasion of privacy but a privilege
or qualification of team membership," said Combs.
During the final week of August,
the NCAA Executive Committee
decided to suspend all teameligibility sanctions until at least
January 1989 when another annual
convention will be held.
"We support the policy," said
Funderburk "I'm concerned about
the costs and effects it has on the
athletes."
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Student wins
bronze medal
By Brent Risner
Sport* rdittr
Women's judo may still be an exhibition sport at i he Olympic level,
but that hasn't stopped one university student from pursuing a gold
medal in that event.
Jill I.uckett, 21. a senior police administration major from Lebanon,
won a bronze medal at the Olympic
Sports Festival in Chapel Hill. N.C.
in July. Even more recently, two
weeks ago, she placed fourth in an
international competition in Toronto. Canada.
At Chapel Hill. Luckett lost her
first match, defeated a third degree
black belt her next tine out and
then lost to the eventual gold
medalist. She accomplished this
with a wrist she had fractured the
week before at ROTC camp.
"I had the least experience, and
held the lowest belt." she said.
In order far Luckett to qualify for
the Festival, she said she had to
place first at one of five divisional
tournaments this past April. She
did so by winning two gold medals
at the Collegiate National Judo
Championships in Columbus, Ohio.
She won them in her weight class,
158 pounds and above, and in the
open division, which includes all
weight classes.
"It was real unusual for a brown
belt to win the nationals," said
Luckett. a 162-pound, second-degree
brown belt. "A black belt usually
wins it."
Also at that tournament.
Luckett's roommate. Lisa Rakas,
took home a bronze medal. In her
championship match. Rakes
dislocated her elbow trying to avoid
an opponent's move and finished
third.
'Luckett advanced to the senior
national, where she was eliminated
in the first round against more experienced competition.
Something many of Luckett's
observers forget is she has only been
a judoka. or a "judo player," since
her sophomore year after Rakes invited her to a judo team practice.
"She got me to go to one practice." Luckett said. "It was great."

By coming back to school from
one of my favorite three-day
weekends (every holiday weekend is
a favorite). I also must return to my
job of reporting the good, the bad
and the ugly of collegkte sports.
Traditionally. Labor Day
weekend marks the beginning of the
collegiate football season for most
schools across the country. Just
over a week ago. the NCAA decided it would discontinue its policy of
penalizing teams with players who
test positive for illegal drug use until 1989. Although the NCAA rarely, if ever, has tested for drugs during the regular season, this makes
me wonder how many football
players may be using drugs come
holiday bowl season.
During the past year, I have
heard no reports of teams being disqualified or losing money because
team members tested positive for
drugs. So, the decision by the
NCAA may have little, if any, impact on the whole situation, which
brings me to another thought that
university Athletic Director Donald
Combs has already pointed out.
How much of an illegal substance
Progress photo/Mike Morris
must be present in an athlete for
Colonel kid
him to register positive? Neither
Tyler Bowles, the 2-year-old son of Darrell and Lnda Bowles Combs nor I have discovered any information about this.
of Richmond, was part of a small crowd attending autograph
Now the NCAA has given up its
day at an open Colonel practice held Saturday morning.
authority to punish offenders and is
counting on the integrity of the
Army following her graduation overdeveloped.''
coaches and athletes to keep the
three semesters from now.
However. Luckett admits she
Her judo career may be even more doesn't put complete faith in her sports drug-free and fair to all.
I believe the vast majority of
established as she hopes to par- abilities.
coaches
and athletes do not support
ticipate on the U.S. Army Judo
"I try to avoid dark corners
drug use and the impact of this deciTeam and eventually qualify for the because you never know when your
sion will not be great. Nevertheless,
World Military Games in Brazil.
judo might fail.''
further incidents such as the Len
"I have a real good shot at it,"
Bias death would not surprise me.
said Luckett. adding that she must
The NCAA's decision may have no
compete against other women from
effect on whether a game is won or
all four military branches.
lost, but may determine whether a
Joining the ROTC program last
life is won or lost.
January has not kept her from pracA free seminar sponsored by the
At the moment, athletes cannot
ticing judo every day. As an instruc- Kentucky Sfctorta Equity Project look at the NCAA rules to enforce
tor for the ROTC's physical therapy and the U.S. Department of Educa- the belief that drugs are not the
group, which can be found running tion for women interested in learn- answer to relieving stress and
about campus every weekday mor- ing more about teaching and becoming a better person.
ning, she said it has actually coaching skills has been scheduled
I didn't get a wish for my 20th birbenefited her.
for Sept. 18 in the Weaver thday a month ago, so I think I'll
"It keeps me in excellent shape Gymnasium.
make it now.
for judo," Luckett said. "I want my
Reservations must be made by
I wish the NCAA would defend a
muscles
in
tone,
not Friday by calling 6225931
stiff drug policy all the way through

•4
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Jill Luckett
"Weight is not really that big of
a factor in judo." she added. "It
amazed me that I could do such
wonderful things and make it look
so easy."
Luckett credits her success to Ben
Vanarsdale. a second-degree black
belt who donates his time as the
coach and instructor for her judo
team.
The team, which is funded by the
university intramural program, has
about 40 members, four of whom are
brown belts, the next to the highest
martial arts classification. The team
practices four nights a week for two
hours in the wrestling room of
Alumni Coliseum and competes in
three to five regional tournaments
a semester.
Luckett. who has only been
defeated once in two years in
regional competition, said she
doesn't mind mixing it up with her
male counterparts.
"I try to work out with the guys
who are more physical, which helps
me out in the tournaments," she
said.
"It helps if they (opponents) don't
have a big weight advantage over
you," she said. "I'm in the process
of dropping a weight division."
Luckett. who played basketball at
Lees Junior College her freshman
year before transferring to the
university, said she expects to
receive her commission to the U.S.
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Brent Risner

the court system for however long
it takes.
Usually an my birthday, I wish
that I would get mare gifts for
Christmas than I did for my birthday. Oh well, I guess I'll have to
wait another 11 months to make
that one again.
• • •
What former Ohio Valley Conference school may now have the
most interesting football program?
Considering how many former
OVC schools are out there, this
could be a toughie, but the answer
is (drum roll please) the University
of Akron.
Two yean ago, the Zfos' Jim Dennison was fired as their head football coach, and Gerry Faust was
hired to heb the school move up
from Division I-AA to I-A football.
Faust, of course, was the Cincinnati
high school coach who suffered
through some lean years at the
University of Notre Dame.
After the firing, Dennison was
moved to the school's "front office"
as the assistant athletics director,
but many people thought he would
not last there much longer than he
did at his previous position.
Here's the rub. In his first year at
Akron, Faust reportedly overspent
his budget and put the athletics
department in dire straits. Athletic
Director Dave Adams, who had
hired Faust, was relieved of his
responsibilities to budget money for
athletics. He resigned over the summer, and Dennison, of all people,
assumed the job.
There's no way of knowing
whether any conflicts of nterest will
come out of this, but if I were Faust.
I would not tease Dennison about
being out of the coaching profession.
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